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THE FABRICATION OF AINO CLOTH. 

BY PROF, D. P, PENHALLOW, 

N view of the very uncertain history of the Ainos, it is difficult 

to obtain reliable information respecting the origin of any of 

the rude arts with which they appear to be familiar. According 

to the testimony of the Ainos themselves, weaving has been 

practiced by them from very early times, while their traditions 

also state that their knowledge of the art was original and not 

obtained from the Chinese or Japanese. There appears but little 

either in support or contradiction of such statements, other than 

can be obtained by a comparison of the machines used by the 
Ainos and their Japanese neighbors. Those used by the former 

involve a simplicity not to be found in any of the Japanese instru- 

ments, pointing to originality or marked deterioration in the first 

case, or, in the second, a greater improvement of original forms 

than has generally been recognized as a feature of the old style 

of mechanical ingenuity. While the whole subject is involved in 

its present obscurity, we can only look upon the statements of the 

Ainos as of traditional interest. 
The fabrication of the cloth involves, processes and implements 

of the greatest simplicity, such as may readily be executed or 

procured under the conditions of a wild forest life. The material 

used is coarse bast fiber obtained from two species of elm, U/muzs 

campestris and U. montana, respectively known to the Ainos as 

Akadamo and Ohiyo. The slight maceration or simple bruising 

to which the fiber is subjected, results in nothing more than a 

separation of the various bast layers, no attempt being made to 

separate individual fibers and produce twisted threads ; hence we 
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554 The Kabrication of Aino Cloth. [ August, 

find the prepared material very coarse, and the finished product 

correspondingly so. 

As a class, the Ainos are net yet susceptible to the demands of 

higher and increasing wants. Their desires are few, of a low 

order, and easily satisfied; and in the matter of clothing, it is 

sufficient for them to know and feel that their one garment satis- 

fies the demands of decency, that the material costs only the 

expenditure of time—which, to them, is nothing—and that the 

processes of preparation and fabrication are both simple and 

easily accomplished. Delicacy of touch, pliability, fine texture 

and a pure color are considerations which do not find place in the 

Aino mind, yet with an exhibition of the truly savage taste which 

delights in a display of rude and brilliant ornamentation, we find 

them expending great effort upon their garments to secure 

striking, if not altogether symmetrical and harmonious deco- 

ration, 

The collection and preparation of fiber, though properly be- 

longing to the women, is not unfrequently undertaken by the 

men in connection with their own peculiar work. Thus with a 

hunting expedition, which may last several days, they often com- 

bine the object of collecting bark, either for cloth or the manu- 

facture of ropes; while their visits to pools where the bark is 

macerating, 

source of farinaceous food—lily bulbs. 

will be combined with a search for their principal 

The bark is generally drawn from the standing tree. Three or 

four good blows with the heavy knife, which every man carrics, 

suffice to permit a good hold with both hands, when by the exer- 

cise of a little skill, a strip of bark nearly a foot wide, is drawn 

off quite up to the branches, often a distance of twenty fect. If 

taken from the Ohiyo, it is macerated for about ten days in quict 

pools of tepid water, such as are common about the borders of 

swamp lands. As soon as.sufficiently macerated, the outer bark 

readily separates from the bast portion, when this latter is again 

split into long and broad strips, usually about ten in number. 

These are then dried slowly to prevent rendering the fiber brittle, 

after which they are stripped into threads having an average 

width of one-eighth of an inch. No twisting or other process is 

performed, but as soon as the threads (Ax) have been made of 

the proper size, they are joined together by a simple square knot, 

and nicely wound in balls, five inches in diameter, which unwind 
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556 The Fabrication of Aino Cloth. [ August, 

from the interior. The bark of the Akadamo is not macerated, 

but as soon as gathered, the outer bark is separated from the 

bast. The latter, in strips about three inches wide, is repeatedly 

doubled and thoroughly broken by the /ec¢/ at the point of fold- 

ing. By this means it is soon possible to separate the various 

layers of bast without any difficulty. The subsequent treatment 

is the same as of the Ohiyo bark. 

The instruments employed in weaving are but seven in num- 
ber, and while they are of great simplicity, they scent quite 

efficient for the class of work demanded. They may be enumer- 

ated as follows: 

Bera, 

“2, O’sha. 

3. Be’kofune. 

“4, Ada“e. 

Aho/nishi. 

YO/’dosini. 

7. Ga/masa. 

With the exception of the bera, which is usually maple, all the 

implements are made of some soft wood, such as pine. The only 

instrument used for making and carving them, is a small sheath 

knife, having a slightly curved blade about six inches in length. 

Oftentimes the Aino will call into requisition all his skill in 

carving, to produce an elaborate set of instruments, while in the 

majority of cases they are left quite plain. The general forms 

and sizes will be understood from the accompanying figures. 

With the exception of Figs. 1, 3, 7, the instruments are perfectly 

plain. In the 6dsha, Fig. 2, the bars are of such number as to 

admit the use of one hundred and sixty-five warp threads. The 

bera is used only for the purpose of tightening the threads. 

The ahonishi, or shuttle, usually holds enough thread to com- 

plete about three feet of cloth. 

To prepare the threads for the loom, several sticks, one foot 

long, are driven into the ground constituting the house floor, 

arranged as shown in Plate 1, from 1-7. The number and dis- 

tance apart, vary according to the length of the threads to be 

used, consequently of the cloth to be made, Two balls of 

thread, prepared as previously described, are then selected and 

unwound together, thus greatly facilitating the operation. The 

threads start at 1, turn 2 and pass around peg I again, thence to 

4-3, and so on, when after passing the list peg, 5, they return 
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over the same course to I. This process is repeated until, with- 

out counting, the operator thinks she has enough threads to fill 
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PLATE 11.—Method of Stretching and Tying Warp threads, 

the loom. Between pegs 5 and 6, the threads are crossed each 

time by a simple twist, as shown at @ and secured by a side peg, 
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7. Thus is accomplished the crossing which, later, serves to 

separate the woof threads. The proper number of threads 

obtained, they are tied at various intervals, a strip of bark is 

passed cach side of the cross at e—shown more distinctly at 

a’, Fig. 5’—to keep the threads from uncrossing, and the loop at 

2, shown in Fig. 2’, is well wound to keep the threads of each 

series distinct. The pegs are then drawn, and the operator has a 

single bundle of threads with a loop at each end. The loop of 

each thread at 5 is then passed through the osha, so that the lat 

ter will be between the crossing a’ and the longer portion of the 

threads. The yodosini is next passed through the loop 5, and 

serves to keep the threads in position, as well as a straining stick 

by which the warp may be kept at proper tension. At a distance 

of four or five feet from the Osha, the adate is secured to the 

threads and passed through a looped string fastened to some firm 

object. By means ofa string passing around the body, and secured 

to each end of the yodosini, the operator, who sits upon the floor, 

can easily regulate the tension of the threads by bringing 

all strain upon the adate. The gamasa is placed within a 

few inches of the Osha, but between it and the cross of the 

threads; its only use is to properly separate the upper 

and lower series of threads, to permit the action of the 

ahonishi. The bekofune occupies a position near the gamasa, 

about one-half way between it and the yodosini. Small 

twine is then passed over it and looped under cach warp 

thread of the lower series, thus forming a simple means 

of bringing cither serics of threads to the top, and varying 

the cross of the warp to correspond with the movement of the 

ahonishi. The position of parts will be readily understood from 

an inspection of Plate m1.) 
The size of the cloth is quite variable, since the Ainos scidon 

count and have no means o:1 accurate measurement. Thus if in 

stretching the warp threads the operator obtains more than 

enough to fill the loom, the extra ones are dropped out and thi 

cloth will have a maximum width of 13. 3.5 inches. If, however, 

not enough threads were taken to fill the loom, no more arc 

added. The usual length of the cloth is six and a-half times the 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE Gamasa. 2. Osha. 3. Bekofune. 4. 

Vordosini. 5s. Adate. 6. Position of operator a’ Cross of threads 

Plate 1. <A. Pattern for front skirt of coat. B. Pattern for collar. C. Pattern 

for cull 
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560 The lrabrication of Aino Cloth. { August, 

length of the expanded arms, and as this latter will average five 
feet, we find the total length of cloth approximating thirty-two 

feet in round numbers. 

After the thread has been prepared, such a piece of cloth can 

be made in from three to four days, according to the skill of the 

operator, who is always a woman. 
The color of the finished fabric is always that of the bark from 

which it is made, though uniformity is rare, owing to dis- 

coloration of the threads during preparation. If made from 

Ohiyo, the color is usually brown, with slight inclination to red, 

while that made from the Akadamo is invariably of a bright tan 

color. 

As an article of clothing, for which use alone it appears to be 

utilized, the Aino cloth has several good qualities. It is very 

coarse in texture, as would be expected from the nature of the 

material, but it possesses great strength and wears out slowly; 

while its meshes are so close, and the threads so compact, that it 

is completely proof against ordinary rains, on which account the 

Japanese make great use of it for rain coats. 

The Ainos make yet another kind of cloth out of fiber obtained 

from a species of Urtica. This, however, is only made in small 

quantities, since its use is restricted to burial purposes. 

The garments are made in the most simple manner, the breadths 

being cut without any bias. Nearly all are ornamented with 
some simple figure, either blue or white, though red and green 

are not unfrequently used. Plate 11 will show some of the most 

characteristic patterns, which were copicd from the dress of a 

chief’s wife, and are very good representations of the more clab- 

orate forms. 

In addition to the buskins the only garment worn is a coat 

reaching somewhat below the knees, and fastened at the waist by 

a girdle. Upon this one garment the women often lavish all 

their skill in decorating, and thus the coats of chiefs—more 

especially their wives and children—not unfrequently make a 

creat display of gaudy trimming. The ornamentation, however, 

often lacks greatly in symmetry, as can be seen by the figures, 
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ENGLISH BIRDS COMPARED WITH AMERICAN. 

BY H. D. MINOT. 

ROM April 22d to September 9, 1879, except for a fortnight 

in Scotland, I was in England, passing through all but two 

of her forty counties, and in many of them staying long enough 

to study their natural history attentively. Unfortunately, how- 

ever, there were so many other objects of absorbing interest, that 

I did not become so familiar with the birds as would have been 

pleasant, and | often was obliged to slight their most attractive 

invitations. 

To compare English birds with ours, I have no hesitation in 

saying that they are less abundant; but, on the other hand, in 

spite of extensive wild lands, their companionship is more readily 

obtained, and the naturalist need not seek for birds so often as he 

must here; for the respect and consideration shown them there, 

give some of them, at times, almost a social ease with man. They 

are not free, of course, from school-boys and human enemies of 

other kinds (especially are the song-birds persecuted by profes- 

sional bird-catchers) ; but the public at large are more reasonable 

in their instincts and customs than the free and thoughtless 

American, who must fire his gun whenever he gets a chance, 

regardless of all true interests concerned. This I can illustrate 

from my journal and recollections. To the unforewarned there 

is a curious disappointment in traversing the great English 

“forests,” so called, where trees are an unimpressive or absent fea- 

ture; but, for my disappointment in the “ New Forest,’ I was 

compensated by my pleasure in Ringwood, a delightful little vil- 

lage of Hampshire, on one of the rivers Avon, near the South 

coast. There, on one of those rare and pale moonlight evenings, 

which in England last summer were almost legendary, as I stood 

on the village-bridge, looking over the broad meadows, I was sur- 

prised to find both moorhens and wild mallard nesting undis- 

turbed, within not many rods, and making themselves quite pub- 

lic. -The home-naturalist of the place told me that in former 

years a few of their eggs might have been taken, but that he be- 

lieved they were never shot there in their breeding-season. 

Among a people notorious for their love of sport, this sensible 

respect for law and nature is of the highest value. From this 

sinele circumstance we might judge too favorably; but there ts 
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other evidence of a better public spirit in some respects than we 

can boast; such evidence as the tameness in spring of the com- 

mon partridge and of the ring dove, and the abundance of the 

latter after centuries of civilization. 

These wild pigeons, though heavier than ours, have a more 

than correspoadingly slower flight; and it is curious to observe 

how heavy the English atmosphere seems to British birds, and 

how general it makes this difference in speed. At least, I do not 

think that I was misled by his larger size into noting that the 

European swift was much less quick and dashing than his Ameri- 

can cousin; and I am sure that the grouse which I was allowed 

to put up on the moors, could never test the sportsman’s skill in 

rapidity of action so well as any of our game-birds proper. These 

moors in Derbyshire, by the way, were the only place in England 

where I met with mosquitoes, though later in the summer-season, 

while out doors, I was sometimes as much bothered by flies as in 

our own woods. There is, however, a comparative want both of 

cheerful and of annoying insect-life. I may here add of England 

that, though, to be sure, last summer’s weather was_ peculiarly 

unfortunate, I generally found the walking bad, and the air neither 

exhilarating nor soothing. The equable temperature certainly 

gives ease to out-door life; but freedom from encrvating heat was 

offset by subjection to depressing wet. 

Though I wish to avoid the worst fault of a critic, that of 

fault-finding and depreciation, I believe I may justly say that as 

the birds of England are inferior to those of New England in 

variety, so are they, on the whole, in coloring and in song. Her 

kingfisher may be as tropical in brilliancy as our hummingbird ; 

her thrushes, swallows and finches as pretty as any other of their 

tribes; but with the exquisite and delicate beauty of our wood- 

warblers, and with the splendor of our tanagers, orioles and star- 

lings, she has almost nothing among her familiar friends to com- 

pare. Then, among her song-birds, of whom I heard nearly all, 

she has none corresponding, as musicians, to our hermit thrush, 

house wren, water warbler, solitary vireo, song sparrow, or rose 

breasted grosbeak ; yet all these, and many kindred that I might 

associate with them here, are good singers. To all her song 

birds (that I have heard), on the contrary, except two or three, 

we have singers corresponding, and to all absolutely, I may say 

as [can judge. without prejudice, equals or superiors, as wel 
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Of the nightingale my judgment is perhaps formed on imper- 

fect evidence; for, as last year abroad, winter lingered in the lap 

of spring, and, indeed, even clung to the skirts of summer, these 

birds would not sing where and when they ought to, and for 

much of the spring I was outside of their bounds, so that finally 

I heard them but one evening in the very last of May. I must 

confess that there was everything in my circumstances then to 

disgust a concert-goer and to annoy a critic. In that higher 

latitude daylight did not fade away till nine o’clock ; and, until 

their bed time fairly came, song thrushes and blackbirds sang 

their loudest notes. These interruptions would have been toler- 

able, perhaps, had they not in turn, in that much frequented spot, 

been interrupted by trains, dogs and noisy loungers, while a high 

wind seemed to sweep away the notes I tried to catch. Still, by 

means of a friendly companion, of oft-read descriptions, and of an 

unmistakable character, | recognized and heard these notes be- 

fore the cold evening silenced them altogether. I estimated that 

the nightingale had a most wonderful compass, and was the 

greatest of all bird vocalists, but with a less individual and exqui- 

site genius than our wood thrush, Yet, to hear that delicious, 

soft, liquid warbled trill, which she alone can give, was a lasting 

pleasure. 

Scarcely less famous, and much mere familiar, is the skylark, 

Him I saw and heard a thousand times, spring and summer, 

morning, noon, and night. His flight is indeed astonishing, 

though exaggerated by report. [have lost him among the clouds, 

when, as often happened, the sky hung very low, and on clear 

days have strained my eyes to follow him; but I think that halfa 

mile was full the greatest height he reached. His song is an 

unbroken, ecstatic torrent; but it is shrill, slightly harsh, and not 

very musical. It is not so rich as our bobolink’s roundcelay ; and 

its sweetest notes, though they suggest, do not equal the canary’s 

song, except for their intensity of utterance. . All his poetry, and 

the secret of his charm, is in his flight. Look at him spring from 

earth, watch him rise with quick, pulsating wings, as if borne up 

by the impulse of his song, until your eye is almost bafiied by his 

elevation, then behold him suddenly, as if overcome by love for 

mother-earth and home, drop headlong, still seeming to sing ] 

sionatcly, until, at the very last, he spreads his wings, to float 

down calmly to his rest-——and have you not seen one of nature’s 

true pocts P 
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A more fascinating poet to me, however, whose song was full 

of sentiment and most individual (and curiously enough the only 

new type of bird-song that I heard while abroad), was the wood 

lark. To hear him as I did, you must wander on some heath, and 

to enjoy him must be near: his delicate notes are but weak, if 

feebly heard. The bird, easily distinguished on wing by his 

smaller size, cocked tail, and much shorter flight, does not even 

seem to circle, but rises at one angle and falls at another. His 

song is the repetition of a delicate whistle (ch’wee), shrill at first, 

intensifying as the bird rises, and, as he drops, falling in tone and 

pitch, so as to die away upon tie ear. It is exquisite. 

Another singer of high repute is the song thrush. Her beau- 

tiful music is most like our brown thrush’s, with something, how- 

ever, of a wood thrush flavor; but it has less variety and occa- 

sional harsh notes. The blackbird’s music, though often more 

nearly whistled, is very similar, but, I think, is finer, being richer 

and more liquid: at times it is exceedingly delightful. The wren 

sings with characteristic sweetness and power: her little outburst 

distinctly suggests that of our wood wren (and the canary’s too); 

but it is slenderer in every way. Then, the blackcap’s song is 

sweet, joyous, and rather varied; yet it seerred to me of no great 

merit, though altogether very pleasing. Of the linnet, perhaps most 

esteemed as a cage-bird, we have various representatives ; and of 

the chaffinch, most cclebrated as the fpivson of the French, I 

must say that he is a tiresome little bird: he is pretty, and so ts 

his song; but, from its monotonous simplicity and abundant re- 

petition, it becomes wearisome. 

Robin redbreast is charming, both in himself, and because he’s 

not unlike the blue bird, whom his plaintive little warble oft 

recalled, besides suggesting to my mind the meadow lark. It 

may sound feeble and shrill, at times; but hear it in a church or 

ivied ruin, and its repeated tenderness, neither joyous nor sad, at 

once creates an association that gives it a perpetual charm. The 

redbreasts, being hardy, insectivorous, peaceable and _ pleasing, 

might, I believe, have been introduced into this country a few 

years ago with great satisfaction. As to the house sparrow, such 

as we did import, having gone abroad in part for change and rest, 

I did not undertake to study them while there, or to gather home- 

opinions on them; but I was delighted, almost my first day 

among English birds, to meet a genuine old Englishwoman who 
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voluntarily assured me that the year before she was “ nigh /’eat 

f’out of ’ouse and ’ome by them sparrows !” 

The naturalist traveling through England is much assisted by 

her museums. Though, after a hasty review of its natural his- 

tory department, I flattered myself (but then in flattery there is 

often deception) that the British Museum did not have so fine a 

collection of birds as has our Boston Society, yet with some of 

the local museums I know nothing in this country to compare. 

Salisbury, for instance, a town with no large population, had a 

museum, which, purposely and wisely local in character, instead 

of attempting an ostentatious display, confused and vastly incom- 

plete, of a world-wide gathering, had, in its ornithological depart- 

ment, a simple, thorough and admirable collection of British 

birds, which artistically, taken all together, were the best mounted 

I had ever seen. What an easy Natural History to read, and what 

a pleasant guide-book to that neighborhood! At Torquay, if I 

remember right, the collection was still more local. I wish that 

our people would be content, outside of their great central muse- 

ums, to imitate these examples, 1 fear that they are too eager, 

ambitious, and fond of show; though perhaps, should I spend five 

months in traveling through the towns of New England, I might 

in this matter be agreeably disappointed. To the proper protec- 

tion of living birds, however, and to the reasonable preservation 

of Nature, the American people certainly pay no sufficient heed. 

ON THE AGE OF THE LARAMIE FORMATION AS 

INDICATED BY ITS VEGETABLE REMAINS. 

BY J. STARKIE GARDNER. 

SHALL confine myself to such inferences which bear on the 

4 question of the age of the Laramie formation, as have been 

drawn from a consideration of the British Eocene floras alone. 

In the first place it is desirable to consider carefully the extent 

of the gap between the Cretaceous and the Eocene formations in 

Europe, as it is probable that a portion of the strata whose age 

in America is disputed, belong to this interval. The discussion 

itself and all the arguments brought to bear seem to render this 

solution possib] 

The completely different character of the fauna of cach, which 
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led the older geologists to draw their most emphasized line of 

division between them, presupposes of itself a great interval. 

The conception I have formed of this interval is such, that | 

should feel no difficulty in referring strata to it, even to a thick- 

ness of 10,000 feet. I will endeavor to explain the reasons for 

this belief. 

In England no break could be more complete, geologically and 

zoologically, than that between our lowest Eocene and the chalk 

upon which it rests, although to the eye but a slightly eroded 

surface and a few flints separate them. The Eocenes are the 

result of a long series of local deposits of shallow estuaries and 

rivers, and the causes which led to their deposition can be traced. 

The chalk contrasts very strongly, being the deposit cf wide 

ocean without any indication whatever of the proximity of land. 

We have but a mere fragment left, and its former presence over 

the larger part of Great Britain and Ireland can only be traced 

by the flints which have been left behind. We do not yet even 

know what were the shore lines in any direction of the Creta- 

ceous ocean, for the indications of it in Europe may belong to a 

later period when part of its bed was being elevated into Pra- 

eocene land. 

No less striking is the completeness of the change which took 

place in the fauna and flora during the interval. In the Eocenes 

the progressive change in the Mollusca, notwithstanding the 

evidently varied physical conditions under which they lived, was 

so small that they are substantially the same throughout. The 

changes underwent by them during the whole Cretaceous period 

is also so small as to be almost entirely of the value now com- 

monly recognized as specific and not generic. When we com- 

pare the Cretaccous and Eocene faunas of England together, they 

seem, however, to have hardly anything incommon. In the long 

interval between them, genera, families and even orders had 

become extinct, and new types taken their place. We may form 

some estimate of the lapse of time such changes as these imply, 

supposing life forms to have been progressively modified, by 

examining three strata with which I am especially familiar—the 

Neocomian at Atherfield, the Gault at Folkstone, and the Upper 

Green sand at Blackdown. These answer the purpose better than 

any other, because they contain a very similar assemblage of 

Mollusca, and seem, therefore, to have been deposited by water 
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of approximately the same depth, although the sea bottom was 

of different natures, and further there may be gaps of age between 

them. In all these the genera of Mollusca are the same, and the 

species marvelously similar, yet when compared together they 

are found in nearly every case to be slightly modified. Here we 

have merely specific changes of minute extent, although it would 

be impossible to estimate the thickness of the deposits from Neo- 

comian to the Upper Green sand, inclusive, comprising also Ap- 

tien and Gault, at less than one thousand feet, and the probability 

is that they far exceed this. This is merely an example, but 

similar beds, cither of Jurassic, Cretaceous or Kocene formations, 

if contrasted together separately, lead to the same result, pro- 

vided, of course, that those examined were deposited under like 

conditions, 

Now to compare, for a moment, Cretaccous and Eocene strata. 

The Gault and the London clay are both massive deposits of clay 

which seem to have been formed under almost similar conditions 

and on the same area. The utter dissimilarity of the Mollusca of 

each, however, is such that the time required to have effected 

such a change (always admitting progressive modification) would 

have permitted the accumulation of very many times more sedi- 

ment than the amount which actually separates them. It may be 

objected that a part of the difference which we sce in these littoral 

faunze took place, to an unknown extent, during the deposition of 

the chalk itself, but this does not seem to have been so to any 

great degree, since but a slightly modified Gault fauna can be 

traced through the Gray chalk into the lower White chalk, whilst 

Ammonites and Belemnites are met with in the highest chalk 

rocks of England without any mixture of Tertiary forms. There 

is nothing, therefore, to indicate that any extensive modifications 

had taken place up to the close of the chalk period in England. 

Taking the floras of Cretaceous age in England, whose hori- 

zons are absolutely known, we see that they point to an even 

ereater interval than the fauna. Of course I leave out of the 

question the so-called Upper Cretaceous floras of Europe, whose 

age, not based upon stratigraphical evidence, is even more a mat- 

ter of doubt than those of America. The Neocomian flora, from 

the litthe we know of it, was similar to that of the Wealden, and 

the Wealden to the Jurassic; plants would seem, therefore, to 

have become modified even more slowly than animals. My own 
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collecting in the Gault, at Folkstone, for twenty years, during the 

latter part of which I have employed, constantly, a collector, goes 

far to show that up to that period dicotyledons did not enist, in 

these latitudes at least. Five new species of cones, branches of 

conifers with leaves attached, resin and coniferous wood are found, 

the latter abundantly, but no dicotyledons. I cannot but believe 

that had dicotyledons existed, some trace of them would by this 

time, have been found. The same is true of the Gault elsewhere, 

and especially in Hainault, where a more abundant flora has been 

brought to light. Neither in Neocomian, Gault, Upper Green 

sand or chalk, or any Cretaceous deposit in England, has any- 

thing leading to the supposition that dicotyledons were then in 

existence, yet been found. Dicotyledons may have been develop- 

ing in other areas at this or an earlier period, especiaily towards 

the Poles, but from the evidence of British rocks, I should refuse, 

in the absence of confirmatory stratigraphical evidence, to assign 

so great an antiquity as that of our chalk to any deposits contain- 

ing dicotyledons in our latitudes. If clearly older than our 

I}ocene, I should refer them to the great intervening period. 

From the almost complete absence of Cretaceous forms in even 

the lowest European Tertiaries, it seems to have been concluded 

everywhere, that all rocks containing even a small proportion of 

Cretaceous types, must be classed as of that age. Isolated pro- 

tests have been raised, but their value has not been felt. This 

basis of classification is, in my opinion, entirely erroneous, or at 

least carried to an excess, for all we know is, that the fauna which 

existed in Cretaceous seas did not exist in those of the Eocene. 

How or when it disappeared from these areas we do not know. 

The extinction, or perhaps partly migration, must, however, have 

been a natural and gradual one, and we see in many distant coun- 

tries, California, New Zealand, India, Vancouver’s Land, for 

instance, that late Cretaceous types of fauna lived long after the 

time of which we have any record of them here, and mingled 

with a fauna whose characteristics are decidedly Eocene. 

For tl 

Dikota, together with those of Nebraska, Vancouver's Land, 

New Zealand, and many European floras, characterized by an 

1c reasons already advanced I should regard the flora of 

abundance of dicotyledons, as belonging to a vast intermediate 

period, and should adopt a name suggested by Hector for it— 

Cretaceo-locence—in preference to the term Pal-Eocene, used by 
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Schimper, the latter having been applied by him to true Eocene 

floras. 

With regard to the flora of the Great (Ist group of Lesquereux) 

Lienite, I entertain no doubt whatever that it is of the age of our 

Weddle Eocene, and perhaps partly of our Lower Eocene. [am 

not in a position yet to furnish any list of the fossil plants com- 

mon to both, but the proportion is very considerable. The only 

eroups I have studied are the ferns. Of a small list from our 

Middle Eocene, two of the most abundant have been described 

by Lesquereux from this formation, Lygodtum kaulfusst Weer 

(L neuropterotdcs Lesq.) and Osmunda’ 

(Gymnogramma haydent Lesq.). Mr. Lesquereux has very gen- 

sili relacca Sapi srta 

crously himself assisted in these identifications, and I desire to 

express to him my thanks for his disinterested aid. 

In addition to the similarity of the floras, there is other strong 

proof that the two formations are approximately contemporaneous. 

While in our lower Eocene deposits there appears but a small 

mixture of North American forms, so far as I know at present, in 

the Middle Eocene they suddenly greatly preponderate, almost 

to the exclusion of the Australian element previously manifest, 

and even of what was possibly an older indigenous flora. Judg- 

ing as well from the Great Lignitic flora as from our own Middle 

Eocene, it appears evident that at this period land communica- 

tion somewhere existed between them, which enabled them to 

mingle to a very great extent ; so much so, indeed, that the Plio- 

cene flora of California, lately described by Lesquereux, more 

resembles our Middle Eocene Bournemouth flora as a whole, not 

specifically, than any other with which I am acquainted. 

NOTES ON THE FLOWERING OF SAXIFRAGA SAR- 

MENTOSA. 

BY PROF. J. E. TODD. 

NEE often sees in window-gardens the plant popularly called 

strawberry geranium. As commonly seen, perched in a 

flower pot on a bracket, it seems to delight in letting down its 

young plantlets at the ends of thread-like runners, sounding the 

airy depths for resting places for them. Thus its native instincts 

tippear, though many generations have passed since its ancestors 

More properly a new genus. 

XIV N Vill 
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were learning the advantages of such an accomplishment on the 

mountains of China, 

In flowering it throws up from a rosette of radical leaves a 

slender naked scape which gradually develops into a cymose 

panicle. The flowers are of the unique form shown in Figs, 1 

and 2. The two lower petals are white, and from two to three 

times longer than the three upper ones, which are pink, and each 

marked by two darker spots and one yellow spot, the latter at the 

base. There are ten stamens arranged in two whorls, those alter- 

nate with the petals maturing a day or two earlier than the others. 

There are two pistils, and on the upper side of their ovaries a 

triple nectary, vate Fig. 3 ¢. This nectary, in its structure and posi- 

tion, suggests the idea that it may be formed of abortive pistils. 

The flowers open with surprising regularity. There is first only 

one at the top of the scape, then when it has passed maturity 

the first at the ends of the branches open simultaneously ; after 

these have passed their maturity, then the second ones on each 

branch open, and so on, This regularity is most apparent in the 

earlier flowering. When the panicle is crowded, unequal distribu- 

tion of light, heat, etc., seems to confuse and break up this order 

somewhat. The table subjoined shows these facts. It should be 

remarked that the position of the plant examined was changed 

from time to time. There is an irregularity in the flowering of 

branches vilt and 1x, which may be due to their unfavorable posi- 

tion at the very base of the panicle. 

Several very curious facts concerning the order of develop- 

ment of the different organs of the flower, were noted. 

1. Of the lower petals, which are always unequal, the longer 

one is always on the side toward the branch which forms the 

flower next succeeding. As this is 

on opposite sides in successive flow- 

ers, it follows that the longer petals 

of flowers on any branch of the 

panicle are towards each other. 

This relation is shown in Fig. t. 

2. In both sets of stamens, those 

ural size); a, pistillate stage; 4, stam- on the lower side of the whorl 
Inalte 

develop first. No. 1 (vide Fig. 2) 

always develops first, then Nos. 2 and § before Nos. 3 and 4; and 

in the second set Nos. 6 and 7 before 8 and 10, and No. 9) always 

last. 

4 

‘ 

Fic. 1 ! 
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3. Of those stamens in pairs horizontally on the /ower side of 

each whorl, the stamen in cach pair on the side of the longer 

lower petal develops first. That is, if 

the longer petal is on the right side 

(facing as the flower), No. 5 will mature 

before No. 2, and No. 6 before No. 7 

but contrariwise if the larger petal is 
’ 

on the left side. No exceptions were 

found in thirty-one observations. 

4. Of those stamens in pairs horizon- 

tally, on the upper side of each whorl, 

the stamen in each pair on the side of 

the shorter lower petal develops first. If armentosa (en 

the longer is on the right side, No. 3 larg t) > Stamen No. 9 In posi- 

matures before No. 4,and 8 before 10,00" 

and wce versa. In forty-two observations only two exceptions 

were noticed, and those where No. 8 preceded No. 10 contrary to 

rule. 

In a flower whose longer lower petal is on the right side, the 

stamens mature in the following order, I, 5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 9 

—6 sometimes preceding 4; in one where it is on the left side, 1, 

2,5, 4, 3, 7, 6, 10, 8, 9—7 sometimes preceding 3. 

5. The pistils very rarely reach maturity till, No.9 of the same 

flower has discharged pollen and withdrawn from position. 

Sometimes No. g becomes entangled with the nectar and is held 

in the position represented in Fig. 2 longer than the regular time. 

6. This brings us to the most remarkable fact of all, viz: the 

automatic movements of the stamens. 

The stamens, when immature, stand nearly at right angles with 

the axis of the flower, but when mature they promptly (2. ¢., 

probably in 30-130 minutes, according to circumstances) come 

| 
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into the position represented in Fig. 3a. The exact time has not 

been noticed in a single case. Sometimes two or three stamens 

came into position between observations as many hours apart, 

but in no case was the motion rapid enough to be perceptible. 

After remaining in position from 2-10 hours they return to their 

original position, and those alternating with the petals are often 

thrown back much further, as is shown in Fig. 3 @ The stamens 

on the lower side of the flower, froin the nature of the case, 

move through an angle of about 45°, those on the sides through 

go” and those on the upper side about 130°-170 

7. Another motion is quite as remarkable. The anthers are 

first in the relation to the filament represented in Fig. 3 4, but as 

they approach maturity they turn up, in every case, and take the 

position represented in Fig. 3 ¢, which shows also their peculiar 

dehiscence. After quite a careful examination, no peculiar ergans 

or structures were found to explain cither of these movements. 

8. The pistils, when mature, bring their stigmas into the same 

relative position to the axis of the flower, as is shown in Tig. 3 ¢/. 

This is done, however, merely by the lengthening of the styles 

and the unfolding of the stigmas. 

Such an array of mysterious movements and = adjustments 

demands an explanation. Many of them are easily explained by 

the doctrine of cross-fertilization. The ‘ contrivance” is so 

obvious that further explanation seems scarcely necessary, but a 

word or two may make some points clearer. The conspicuous 

panicle attracts the passing insect, the highly colored petals 

direct to the nectar, the large petals offer a platform for him to 

alight and regale himself; but he must pay the price, which, 

however, is only to have his breast well powdered with pollen 
I 

a flower in the staminate stage, which, when he visits another in 

n 

the pistilate stage will be conveyed exactly to the stigmas. The 

nectar is protected from insects which do not fly by the elandular 

hairs bristling all over the peduncles and sepals. 

Close-fertilization seems scarcely possible. The only chance 

seems to be this. In case no insects visit the flower the nectar 

accumulates and m ly become so thick that when No. 9 comes 

into position it is held there until the pistils are mature, as is 

shown in Fig. 2, then the wind or something else, jarring the 

plant, may toss the pollen upon the pistils. Cross-fertilization 

between flowers on the same plant, or even the same branch, ts 

4 

2 
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possible, as may be seen by studying Fig. 1, which represents a 

real case, or by referring to the table and noting the conditions of 

the flowers on April 11th, 16th, etc. As was remarked by the 

writer in a previous article (vzd¢e this journal, Jan., 1879) there is 

nothing in the structure of most dichogamous flowers to prevent 

this, or even to make cross-fertilization between different plants 

any more probable, except as we postulate some fixed uniform 

habit in most insects visiting such plants.! 

In the plant under consideration, however, we find a plan to 

insure cross-fertilization between flowers on different plants, no 

matter in what order insects visit the flowers. This may be 

briefly shown, by referring to the table representing the order of 

flowering. It will be seen, with the exception of the flowers on 

the eighth and ninth branches, which are clearly abnormal, and 

from their position have little part in the general economy of the 

plant, that each set of flowers first pass four or five days as 

staminate flowers, then one to three days as pistilate flowers 

before the next set mature any stamens. Thus the first chance ts 

invariably given to the pollen of another plant. If that is not 

secured, the pistils are then likely to be fertilized by the pollen of 

the flowers of the next sct upon the same plant. Query: Do 

other plants with cymose panicles present similar cases? Clearly, 

therefore, is the conclusion impressed, that the more diverse the 

circumstances of the flowers the greater the advantage o1 cross- 

fertilization. Is cross-fertilization nature’s plan for distributing 

the advantages resulting from a favorable locality to all the indi- 

viduals of a species, or, on the other hand, neutralizing the evils 

of a disadvantageous position? Does it render specics more 

uniform ? 

There remain two or three facts concerning the development of 

the petals and stamiens which demand explanation. We cannot 

sec how their existence is of the least advantage to the plant. 

Why should one of the lower petals be longer than the other ? 

Or, if we might attribute so much to accident, why should there 

be regularity about it? May it be that the petal is longer on 

the side toward the branch because there is a greater amount 

of nourishment passing on that side to supply the branch, and a 

proportionate amount is conveyed onward to the flower ? 

May not a similar relation explain why the stamens on the 

1 
Cf. an abstract of a paper by Mr. A. S. Wilson in Am. NAt., Vol. X11, Pp. 39- 
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lower side of a whorl develop first? The lower petals are 

enlarged to serve the purpose mentioned above. This requires 

more nourishment to pass through the lower side of the peduncle, 

and in this nourishment the stamens on that side share. 

The earlier development of stamens on opposite sides of hori- 

zontal pairs, according as thase pairs are above or below, Is a very 

curious fact indeed. To explain it and the whole order in the 

maturing of the stamens, we will venture the following. 

The flowers are quite perfectly pentamerous ; the tcaves also 

present the five-ranked arrangement. Remembering the order in 

which leaves unfold from the bud, and following, for the stamens 

of the first flower at the top of the panicle, a spiral in the same 

direction, as that found in the rosette of leaves at its basc, we have 

the numbers in Fig. 4 @ expressing their order of maturing. 

Assuming that the increased size of the lower petals is associated 

with an increase of nourishment in the lower side of the peduncle, 

and that the stamens are likely to share in this excess of nourish 

ment according to their distance from the lower side of the flower, 

the numbers in Fig. 4. express the probable order of maturing > 

a b 

2 5 6 6 $ II 

e - 10 5 15 

7 S 11 13 

+ 3 3 3 7 6 

9 6 2 2 it Pe) 

I I 2 

I p—Ad order i h tS 

1, order lerived fi ) order resulting 

di ice W 1d 

if left to this influence alone. If we assume that both influences 

are acting simultaneously, the sums of these numbers as given in 

Fig. 4c, will express the order in which the stamens ought to 

mature when the longer lower petal is on the left side, for such 

was the case in the particular flower under consideration. Using 

the numbers for the stamens given in Fic. 2, and ro ferring to Fig. 
1 1c, we find that t ure in the following 

order: 1, 2, 5, (4,7,) (3,6,10,) 8, 9. This corresponds exactly 

vith the order frequently observed. The only discrepancy ts 

| 
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that the numbers joined might theoretically come at once. Our 

theory seems, therefore, to be proved correct as far as it goes, 

and sufficiently so to justify another inference, viz: that when the 

longer petal is on the right side, the parts of the flower are 

arranged ina right handed spiral; and when it is on the left side 

the spiral is left handed; and, therefore, that in the inflorescence 

successive flowers on the same branch have spirals in opposite 

directions. 

But why in opposite directions? And why, too, should 

stamens imitate leaves in the order of their development ? Is it a* 

kind of structural memory, or material instinct? The habits of 

growth impressed by one set of circumstances where they are 

advantageous, showing themselves where they clearly have not 

the same advantage, if any at all? 

Where shall we stop? But before leaving the case, let us not 

overlook the fact that in the later explanations, we have been 

giving reasons of a very different order from those in the earlier. 

We then thought it sufficient to show the advantage in a par- 

ticular arrangement, now we are almost satisfied when we see 

how certain forces, more or less familiar, may have produced the 

facts under consideration. Neither kind of solution is complete. 

Let us not be deceived by the ambiguity of the word why. It 

should still be asked ow the structures so admirably adapted to 

cross-fertilization have been produced, and we may still ask wy 

the facts concerning the stamens exist. Whether they are 

advantageous and serve a purpose in the economy of nature, or 

whether they are, as it were, rudimentary phenomena, the inci- 

dental effects of laws which have been established for some really 

important purpose. Such questions we have now no time to 

follow. 

DESTRUCTION OF OBNOXIOUS INSECTS BY MEANS 

OF FUNGOID GROWTHS. 

BY PROF, A. N. PRENTISS. 

NTOMOLOGISTS have been, for a long time, endeavoring 

to discover some available means for checking the ravages of 

obnoxious insects, and of late the possibility of employing fun- 

goid growths for this purpose has been receiving considerable 

attention. The most important paper which has appeared upon 

‘ ‘ 
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the subject is a pamphlet by Dr. H. A. Hagen, of Harvard Uni- 

versity, in which he advocates the use of the yeast fungus for the 

purpose in question.! 

A proposition of this kind, emanating from so high an author- 

ity, is worthy of the most careful consideration. 

It seems that the possibility of destroying insects by infesting 

them with fungi from spores artificially sown, attracted the atten- 

tion of Dr. Bail, of Prussia, more than a dozen years ago. Ilis 

experiments, however, were not conducted with reference to the 

point in g uestion, but for the purpose of establishing the identity 

irded as distinc of certain forms of fungi which had been reg 

That Dr. Bail’s conclusions do not follow from his experiments ; 

for instance, that the house-fly fungus (/avpusa musce) and th 

yeast fungus (Saccharonyces cerevisté) are merely different devel- 

opments of the same species—is an opinion, I think, that every 

mycologist who has had experience in the growth of microscopic 

fungi will endorse. This, however, does not affect Dr. Haven’ 

main proposition, inasmuch as the identity of the fungus is of 

small importance so long as it proves fatal to insects and its appli- 

cation is practicable. Propositions of a similar nature to that of 

Dr. Hagen’s have been made by other scientists, notably by M. 

Pasteur some years since, whose investigations upon the silk 

worm disease led him to suggest to the French Commission du 

Phylloxcra, the possibility of destroying the insect which had 

committed such fearful ravages upon the grape-growing industry 

of France, by its inoculation with some microscopic fungu 

In this country, as long ago as 1874, the same idea was st 

gested by Dr. John L. LeConte.2 He 1 nmends that a careful 

study of the epidemic diseases of i be made, especially 

those of a fungoid nature, hoping thereby that some sweeping 

remedy may be found by which man can rid himself of insect 

enemies 

Charles H. Peck, State botanist of New York, advanced th 

same idea in 1876, only, however, applying it to the destruction 

of obnoxious plants. He says,’ “ On the other hand, those fun 

1) O 
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that infest noxious weeds and hinder their dissemination and 

multiplication must be regarded as the friends and allies of man. 

Thus, the thistle rust, 777chobasis suaveolens, an early stage of 

Puccinia composttarum, sometimes attacks the Canada thistle with 

ereat virulence, and so impairs its vigor as to prevent the develop- 

ment of the seeds, thereby checking the propagation and spread 

of this pestilent plant. So, also, the troublesome  bur-grass, 

Cenchrus tribiloides, is sometimes infested by a smut. fungus, 

Ustilago syutherisme, which not only prevents the development 

of the seeds of the grass but also the annoying bur-like involu- 

cres. It may yet be found practicable to keep down this grass 

by the artificial dissemination of the spores of its parasitic 

fungus.” 

Among the facts pointing to a favorable issue of the proposed 

remedy against obnoxious insects, is the well-known fact. that 

many insects living under wholly natural conditions are annually 

destroyed by fungi. Cook states that about twenty-five species of 

the genus Torrubia are known to be parasitic on insects." 

Mr. Peck, in his Annual Report on the N. Y. Museum of Nat. 

Hist. for 1878, says, that “the seventeen-year locust 

temadcciim, Which made its appearance in the Hudson River valley 

early in the summer, was affected by a fungus. The first speci- 

Cicada Scp- ’ / 

men of this kind that I saw was taken in New Jersey and sent to 

me by Rev. R. B. Post. Examination revealed the fact that the 

Cicadas or ‘seventeen-year locusts’ in this vicinity were also 

affected by it. The fungus develops itself in the abdomen of the 

insect, and consists almost wholly of a mass of pale-yellowish or 

clay-colored spores, which to the naked eye has the appearance 

of alump of clay. The insects attacked by it become sluggish 
] 
i 

} 
and averse to flig it, so that they can easily be tak en by hand. 

After a time some of the posterior ringsS of the abdomen fall 

uvay, revealing the fungus within. Strange as it may seem, the 

insect may, and sometimes does, live for a time even im this con- 

dition. Though it is not killed at once, it is manifestly incapaci 

tated for propagation, and, therefore 

as a beneficial one. In Columbia county the disease prevailed to 

, the fungus may be regarded 

a considerable extent. Along the line of the railroad, between 

Catskill and Livingston stations, many dead Cicadas were found, 

nota few of which were filled by the fungoid mass.” 

{ Nature Uses,” p. 218 
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Mr. Peck again, in the same report, says, that ‘“ While in the 

Adirondack region, numerous clumps of alders were noticed that 

had their leaves nearly skeletonized by the larvae of some un- 

known insect. The larve were nearly black in color and scarcely 

half an inch long. They were seen in countless numbers feeding 

upon the leaves and threatening by their numbers, even if but 

half of them should come to maturity, in another year to com- 

pletely defoliate the alders of that region. Upon looking under 

the affected bushes for the pupz of the insect, in order, if possi- 

ble, to have the means of obtaining the species, what was my 

astonishment to find the ground thickly flecked with little white 

floccose masses of mold, and that each one of these tufts of mold 

was the downy fungoid shroud of a dead larva from the alders, 

Not a single living pupa could be found, but there were hundreds 

of dead and moldy larva, killed without doubt by the fungus, 

which is nature’s antidote to an over production of the insect and 

nature’s agency for protecting the alders from utter destruction.” 

The “ pébrine,’ a disease which appeared in South France 

nearly thirty years ago and attacked the silk-worms with much 

virulence, is also a case in point. A popular account is given of 

this epizootic in Huxley’s Lay Sermons.’ 

This disease appeared in the rearing houses in great violence in 

1854, although it had been occasionally seen previous to that 
4 date. The name “ pébrine”’ was given to it because of the dark 

spots which appeared on the bodies of the infested larva. 

The malady spread from year to year, until in 1858 the amount 

of silk produced was diminished to one-third of that which had 

been made previous to 1853. In brief, a microscopic fungus, 

preying upon the silk-worm and causing its destruction by thou- 

sands, prostrated the industries of the city of Lyons, and plunged 

its working class into idleness and want. What the total loss 

was, could not be determined, as all classes of industry suffered, 

but the direct loss was estimated at $250,000,009. 

The fact that the insects mentioned by Dr. Hagen exist in 

sreat numbers, is most favorable to the rapid spread of any dis- 

ease that may appear among them, and the remedy proposed, 

id and 

insidious. The spread of the potato rot, /eronospora infestans, 

should it work at all, would probably prove powerful 

] 
over the whole of the British Isles within two years alter its intro- 

Tay Sermons PP. 373°375 
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duction, is an example of how rapidly and thoroughly spores may 

permeate any region when all the conditions are favorable to their 

growth. 

In examining the question as proposed by Dr. Hagen, many 

facts must be taken into account before deciding upon the prob- 

able results. It must be remembered that the air is at all times 

charged with the spores of fungi. Dr. Cunningham found that 

“spores and other vegetable cells are constantly present in atmos- 

the 

majority of them are living and capable of growth and devclop- 

pheric dust, and usually occur in considerable numbers ; 

ment.” 

Dr. 5. M. Babcock, who is determining the chemical changes 

of cheese during the curing process, finds it impossible to avoid 

mold in the curd except by heat and anwsthetics (ether and 

chloroform). 

milk used 

He states that the spores see to be in the very 

in the experiments. 

In the Botanical Laboratory, where molds and yeast are culti- 

vated at certain times for experimentation, the air soon becomes 

charged with spores. 

Growing in the same laboratory and rooms directly connected 

with it, are plants which require constant care lest they be over- 

run with their several insect pests. 

attacked these insects. 

the yeast, and for this reason escape. 

No disease appears to have 

It may be said that they do not feed upon 

It is not necessary that the 

spores be eaten by the insect in the case of the fly fungus ( Ai- 

pusa ). “It that 
when one of the spores falls on the body of a fly, it begins to 

Huxley says 2 has been ascertained 

germinate and sends out a process which bores its way through 

the fly’s skin; this having reached the interior cavity of the body, 

gives off the minute fleating corpuscles which are the earliest 

The disea 

fly coming in contact with a diseased one from which the spore- 

stages of Empusa. sc is ‘contagious,’ because a healthy 

bearing filaments protrude, is pretty sure to carry off a spore or 

two, It is ‘infectious,’ because the spores become scattered 

about all sorts of matter in the neighborhood of the slain flies,” 

In this connection it should be noted that while the insects 

which infest more or less the plants growing in the laboratory 

] 1] nination Air,’ ithe “Ninth Annual Report of the 

1, 1872. 

Y sermons, \ddre es and Reviews,” p. 372. 
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have not been affected in any way by the fungi or their spores, 

the plants themselves, in some instances, have been seriously 
rec (Cd, On one occasion, recently, some experiments which had injt 

been commenced with much care upon Drosera rotundifolia, were 

brought to a sudden end by a mold which completely overrun 

and destroyed the plant. That the air of the laboratory should 

become abundantly charged with spores, would, of course, be 

expected from the large number of experiments in the crowt 

and propagation of microscopic fungi which at times are being 

conducted by the members of the classes in mycology. Indeed 

after a time the spores become so abundant that all apparatus has 

to be thoroughly cleansed and fumigation by sulphur resorted to 

themselves should in order that the experiments with the fungi 

not bi defi ated, 

The abundance of these spores of many kinds, including those 

of the house fly fungus, emphasizes the fact that aphides and I 

other ylant msccts, seem to thrive in the midst of thy se spores 
i 

without any diminution of their vigor or power of reproduction, 

Although our whole experience in the cultivation of fungi, as 

might be inferred from the statements already made, as also 

Ul observations made upon fungoid growths in general, 

indicate that the yeast fungus offers little promise of success as a 

remedy against obnoxious insects, nevertheless the matter has 

been deemed of sufficient importance to warrant a considerable 

amount of labor in the way of experimentation for the purpos« 

of arriving, if possible, at some definite facts bearing directly 

upon the subject. A brief account of the methods and results of 

this undertaking is here given. <All of the exp s here 

described were made on | growing in pots in the Botanical 

Laboratory, or in the adjoining rooms, or in a large conservatory 

window, Where th mnditions of light, heat and moistut were 

favorable to the Nealthtul Growth of the plants experiny ntcd upon. 

Instructor W. A. Henry, of the Botanical Department, who has 

also rendered much assistance in collating information relating to 

In conducting the experiments I have been greatly aided by 

the whole subject. 

iexperiment No, 1.—A_ strong plant of strawberry geranium 

Saatfraga sarnentosa) has been allowed to become infested with 

rreen aphides. They are mostly confined to the flower pedun- 

‘les and youne tips of the runners. 

May 13. —The pl int is thoroughly H sprinkled with dilute yeast by 
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mean’ of a flat paint brush so that all parts, especially those cov- 

ered with aphides, are fairly wet. The yeast used is fresh domes- 

tic yeast, diluted with two-thirds water. Torule are active, as is 

shown from the fermentation in progress. After being sprinkled 

the plant is placed by itself on a table and covered by a large 

funnel-shaped hood, made of thin white paper, slightly open at 

the bottom to admit air. A cup of actively fermenting yeast is 

placed at the side of the plant under the hood, so that any germs 

which may possibly escape from the yeast will be confined to the 

air immediately surrounding the plant. Some of the older leaves 

are infested with a number of scale insects. 

May 15.—No dead aphides are to be found. Some cast-off 

skins from molting are seen. , 

May 18—Peduncles and tips of runners are loaded with plump 

aphides. Many cast-off skins. No dead insects are found. The 

scale insects larger and apparently more numerous. 

May 20.—All young parts completely covered with aphides. 

June 3.—The plant is obviously injured from attack of aphides 

and scale insect. Some of the leaves are dead. The plant is out 

of flower and the peduncles are more or less withered. On these 

peduncles are a number of dead aphides. These might have 

starved for want of food, owing ¢ to the drying up of the juices of 

the peduncles. A number of dead aphides are examined under 

the microscope in a varicty of ways, but in no case is there any 

appearance of Torule or other fungoid growths. Numerous live 

aphides are found on the younger parts of the plant. 

Lixperiment No, 2—May 13.—A small geranium plant (7e/ar- 

gontum angulosum var.), infested with a considerable number of 

aphides, is sprinkled with domestic yeast (the same as in No. 1) 

and placed in a window in its ordinary position among other 

plants not infested. 

May 15.—Aphides more scattered but apparently not less in 

xumber. 

May 18.—Aphides plainly more numerous. Numbers of cast- 

off skins from molting. Some leaves of geranium with dark- 

brown spots obviously caused by drops of yeast ; other plants of 

the same kind not treated with yeast show no spots. 

June 3.—Aphides numerous and healthy. Quantities of cast- 

off skins. No dead aphides to be found, Foliage obviously 

injured by the yeast. Plant plainly enfeebled by the aphides. 

[Zo be continu 

> 
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RECENT LITERATURE. 

Packarb’s Zoorocy.'—In 1876 Dr. Packard published a very 
convenient text book on comparative embryology, which was the 
first attempt to present this subject ina complete form for the use 
of beginners and students. He has followed it with another 
excellent text book of a wider scope, bearing the title given 
above. He has succeeded in making this the best text book yet 
brought out in this country or England, on the complete subject 
of general zoology. There are many useful books considering 
special parts of the subject, and invaluable descriptions of the 
anatomy and embryology of typical animals, which no student or 
laboratory should be without, but none which treat in the same 

‘ comprehensive manner the whole subject of zodlogy, incorporating 
in it the latest,investigations. 

In some respects the plan of the book is unique. The author 
has intended to embrace an account of the anatomy, and in some 
cases the embryology of a typical and, when possible, common 

animal of a class, and after a minute description of the type, has 
sought to familiarize the student with the peculiarities of closcly 
allied or distantly related animals. In his development of th 
plan and execution of the work, Dr. Packard has admirably suc- 

IS 

ceeded. 

The illustrations, taken for the most part from the works of 
well-known specialists, are well chosen and clearly reproduced. 
Teachers in the class room will find them very valuable to copy 
on the blackboard. Those figures published for the first time, of 
which there are quite a number, are well fitted to accomplish all 
that was intended. They are, in most cases, designed simply 
as helps to the young student in his work on the “ gross anat- 
omy,” and indicate very well the general shape and _ position of 

t] different organs. They will be found of great value to those for 
whom the book was intended. Advanced students who would 
carry their studies into special and original lines of research, 

would naturally consult monographs by specialists. That need 
of the young naturalist as he matures in his work, has not been 
overlooked by the author, and a bibliography has been added to 
the book full enough of standard works to carry such over the 
threshold of special research. Several of the chapters close with 
short directions for laboratory work. This departure from t 
stereotype way of casting text books, seems to us one of the 
many excellent points in the work. Any one who has had occa- 

bd 1 

sion to use some of the best contributions to anatomy and embry- 

ology in late years, will recognize the value « n account of thr 

methods by which 1 obtained. Th iccount of re- 

agents Us i { 

Li for Students and General Rea By A. S. PA RY, fr.. M.D., Ph.D. 

With numerous illustrations. New York, HL. Holt & Co. $8vo, pp. 719. $3.00. 
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call the author’s “ Tecknik.” The work of Dr. Packard is the first 
attempt ina general text book on zodlogy to give the young stu- 
dent a good tecknik by pointing out the proper mode of manipu- 
lation by which the best results can be reached. It would add 
much to the value of this part of the book if directions even 
more elaborate were given, and if more attention was given to 
methods of ‘section cutting” and staining of tissues. 

The few errors which a hypercritical reviewer may find in the 
book, do not detract from its merits. Several specialists, some 

of whom are themselves teachers in prominent universities, have 
read over the manuscript of the chapters on their respective spe- 
cialtics ; their names are sufficient guarantees of the value of the 
work which they have revised. The Coelenterates have not been 
as fortunate in this respect as their no more deserving relatives, 
and a few mistakes have crept in. The separation of the sponges 
from the Protozoa is well made, as justified by late rescarches 

on the anatomy and development of both. The researches of 
Noschin and Metschnikoff (ect. 7. wess. Zool., B. Xxiv) seem to 

show the worthlessness of the name Ceelentecrates as indicating 
structural differences from the Echinoderms. ‘The affinity of the 
group as pointed out by the elder Agassiz and supported by 
Alex. Agassiz, is the best yet pr posed, 

The following corrections, of more or less importance, should 

be made in the book. They are not of such weight as to con- 
demn a work the general plan of which is so good. 

On page 60 the author says, “ Budding occurs in the medusa 
of Sarsia prolifera, the only example known of budding in free 
medusee.” Alex. Agassiz (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1x, p. 
12) has shown that budding occurs in the free medusa of Lessza 
grata, also (North American Acalephz, p. 163) in Dysimorphosa p. 
Julgurans and in /lybocedon prolifer. These meduse are all 
found in New England waters. Many similar cases have been 
described in Mediterranean genera. 

On page 65 it is stated that ninety species of true ‘ Disco- 
phora” are known from the eastern coast of the United States. 
No one has enumerated more than a dozen forms from this local 
ity, and many species which have been described, as for instance 
two of the three species of Cyanea, are not “ boni species.” 

lor the help of those who would work in the prolific field of 
the study of our jelly fishes, let me add partly as a correction of 
what is said on page 63 about the “ Trachymedusz,” that their 
most common representative in our waters is not, as in the Med- 
iterranean, the genus Cunina, nor is this Cunina confined to 
Charleston, S.C. Our most abundant Trachynemida is 7rack 
nema digitalis A. \g., which can at times be collected by hun- 

dreds ina single excursion in Narragansett bay. Cunina is also 
found there but, as in Charleston harbor, is not so numerous. 

There is much obscurity on page 65 in the description of the pag 5 
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erowth of the “tentacles” (?) in Aurelia to form the “mouth 

opening,” and the statement of the position of the eyes. The 
obscurity comes from the use of the word fringed as applied to 

the edges of the “mouth opening” and the margin of the disk. 
The sense organs of Aurclia have no connection with the wall 
of the “mouth opening.” I find no authority for the statement 
that the “ square mouth opening” in adarelia flavidula is formed 
by the union of four “tentacles.” I have also studied the 
live ephyra of Cyanea and Aurelia, and find no such method of 
formation of the mouth in these genera. 

It is to be regretted that the splendid memoirs of Eimer and the 
Hertwigs could not have been quoted at greater length. Much, of 
course, had to be omitted to prevent the book assuming undue 
proportions The discovery by the latter that the otolith of the 
Trachynemida is endodermic, while that of the free medusa of 
the Campanularians is ectodermic, is one of their most important 

i discoveries, and should be mentioned. 
The statement on page 62 by which the “ Discophora,?’ are 

made to differ from the Hydromedusze “ in developing directly 

from eggs,” and that on page 63 that Pelagia (“campanella” ?) 
cyvanella does not undergo a metamorphosis but “ grows directly 
from the eggs” would Icave one unfamiliar with the embryology 
of these animals in doubt as to what is meant by a direct develop- 
ment from the egg, Pelagia differs from Aurelia in that it never 
passes through an attached strobila stay 

] , f the recent time oI tne wora homology in recent time In view of the e 

one Is not surprised to find the foot of a mollusk compared to the 

under lip of a worm (?), or wee versa (p. 12). It is doubtful 

whether such a comparison would be accepted by all naturalists, 
and questionable whether it should be introduced as an illustra- 

F t I TI logy, like many tion of the term in a text bo 

others (polymorphism, indivi to be accurately 

defined in a manner acceptable nt there is no 
better illustration of the tern parison OF tht 

ving of the bird and th m 

STUDIES FROM THE MORPHOLOGICAL LABORATORY IN THE UNIVER- 

siry oF CamBripGce.'—This thick brochure is mostly taken up 
with embryological papers which have appeared during the past year 
in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science and the Proceed- 

ings of the Cambridge Philosophical Socicty. The papers relate 

mostly to the special | its in the development of the Vertebrat 

The first paper 1 » t xistence of a head rey in the em- 

bryo chick t thet pointsin the d yoment of the Mul 

ler duct. In tl \ 1} id low Ith 

tence of c 1 th wbrvo chic which event- 

s84 

Edited by F, M. B LA., F. R.S., W 8° pp 
0g. I ites, 
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ually become in part the abdominal opening of the Miillerian 
duct, and which correspond with the head-kidney, or “ vorniere” 

of German authors; they also conclude that the Miillerian duct 
does not develop entirely independently of the Wolffian duct ; and 

liscuss certain rectifications in the views of the finally the authors ¢ 
homologies of the parts of the excretory system in birds, necessi- 
tated by the results of their investigations. 

In the second paper Mr, Balfour traces the early development of 
the lizards, and discusses the nature and relations of the primitive 
streak. Ife also shows in the third paper that the nervous cords 
of Peripatus are minutely ganglionated, and are not simple ner- 
vous threads as heretofore supposed. 

Messrs. Scott and Osborn’s paper on the early develop- 
ment of the common newt of England we have elsewhere noticed. 
The fifth paper is by Mr. Adam Scdewick, on the development of 
the kidney in its relation to the Wolffian body in the chick 
Although considerable ceood work has been done on the embry- 

ology of the spiders, Mr. Balfour has worked out additional points 
of much interest in his paper on the development of the Araneina. 
Among these he has proved that the supra-cesophageal ganglion 
of the adult is the result of the fusion of what in the embryo are 
two separate ganglia, and he thus effectually settles the ques- 
tion as to whether the first pair of appendages, the mandibles, 

represent the antenna of the insects and myriopods, since he 
demonstrates that the nerves to these appendages are sent from 
what is originally the second pair of nervous ganglia, thus show- 
ing that the antenne are morphologically as well as functionally 
absent. 

+ 

] The view at one time prevalent, that the Arachnida are as 

nearly related to the Crustacea as to the insect, is not sustained 
by the facts brought out by Mr. Balfour, who states that “ such 
differences as there are between insects and Arachnida sink into 

insignificance compared with the immense differences in the 

origin of the mesoblast between either group, and that in the 

Isopoda, or still more the Malacostraca and most Crustacea. 

Farther on he s is, “In the formation of the alimentary tract, 

again, the differences between the Crustacea and Tracheata are 

equally marked, and the Arachnida agree with the Tracheata.”’ 
his is confirmatory of the view taught by Leuckart, Agassiz, and 

it the Arachnida and insects (Fexa- insisted upon by others, th 

poda) as well as myriopods belong to a class, Insecta or Trach- 

eata, as opposed to the Crustacea or eill-bearing Arthropods, 
which may, with Gegenbaur, be called Branchiata. 

The ver, | \ wick, treats of 

the development of the stractu known as the * glomerulus of 

the head-kidney ” in the chick. This has been found to be “ noth- 

Ing more than a series of glonicruli of primary Malphigian 
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bodies projecting through the wide openings of the segmental 
tubes into the body-cavity.” A 

THe Hesstan Fry.—-The object of this and several of the 

Bulletins issued by the Entomological Commission is not so 
much to show evidence of special and new field studies or for 
the display of entomological learning, as to set forth well-known 
facts regarding the more injurious insects and the best means of 
combating them, and to place the results in the hands of those 
most interested, 27. ¢., the farmers, The Bulletins so far issued by 

the Department of the Interior, have rapidly gone out of print, and 
fresh editions furnished either by the Department or by Congress, 
It was contemplated to issue others, and this could have been 
done, with little expense to the country and without detriment to 

the objects for which the Entomological Commission was work- 
ing, 2. ¢., the thorough investigation of the locust plague and the 
depredations of the cotton-worm; but such a design was consid- 

ered unlawful and nefarious by the Commissioner of Agriculture, 
and every effort was made by that enlightened official, aided by 

his entomologist, to not only stop the issue of such bulletins as 
the one before us, but to extinguish the Commission outright. 
While Congress voted larger appropriations than ever before to 
the Commission, the immediate result of Gen. Le Duc’s labors 

was to restrict the labors of the Commission for the coming 
year to the locust and cotton-wcerm. All this is directly in the 
line pursued by some of our former agricultural commissioners, 
and evinces the wisdom of political appointments, 7. ¢., of ex- 
judges and railroad contractors, for a position which could be 
made one of great importance and usefulness if worthily filled, 

The plate? reproduced gives an idea of the Hessian fly and its 
transformations, and its chief parasite, the Sesotel/us destructor. 

Not much, though some new matter has been added to what was 
previously known as to the habits of this insect or the remedies 
against its attacks, but the chronological table of years of abun- 
dance of the Hessian fly, may prove of interest as well as the bib- 
liographical list. 

Department of the Interior. Entomological Commission. Bulletin No. 4. 
The fessian bly, its Ravages, Habits, enemies and means of preventing its 
tncrease. By A. S. PACKARD, Jr. Washington, May 20, 1880, 8vo, pp. 43. 

2 EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.---A healthy stalk of wheat on the left, the one on 
the right dwarfed and the lower leaves beginning to wither and turn yellow ; the 
stem swollen at three places near the ground where the flaxseed (/) are situated, 
between the stem and sheathing base of the leaf. a, egg of the Hessian tly (greatly 
enlarged, as are all the figures except e and /). 4, the larva, enlarged, the line by 
the side, in this and other figures, showing the natural length, , the flaxseed, pu 

parium or pupa cased, the pupa or chrysalis. ¢, the Ilessian fly, natural size, lay- 

ing its eggs in the creases of the leaf. 4 female Hessian fly, much enlarged. 

male Hessian fly, much enlarged. £, flaxseed between the leaves and stalk. 2, 

chalcid or ichneumon parasite of the [Hessian fly, male, enlarged. 

| 
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A New GerMAN GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL,|— This is a new 
periodical designed to present, from time to time, a brief but 

excellent digest of the progress of geographical science, with its 
literature. It is printed in large octavo form, with clean type and 
on excellent paper, so that it presents an excellent appearance. 

There are no less than twelve collaborators from all parts of Ger- 
many and Switzerland, representing some of the best known 
geographers in Europe. In the third number there is a long 
account of the history of the Hayden Geological and Geographi- 
cal Survey of the Territories, with the entire catalogue of publi- 
cations printed in detail. 

Favre's GEOLOGY OF THE CANTON OF GENEVA? —This important 
work of M. Favre may be regarded as an exhaustive monograph 
of the geological, archeological and agricultural resources of the 
Canton of Geneva, Switzerland, and therefore local in its charac- 
ter, Local treatises of this kind are not uncommon in Europe ; 

many of them have been written of limited areas in France, and 
it would be an advantage if studies of this kind were made of the 
more interesting and complicated districts in our own country. 

The work commences with a preface and a preliminary chapter 
defining its object to be mainly the application of geology to 
agriculture. A chapter follows describing in a brief manner the 
elements of the science, and then the principal formations within 

the limits of the Canton, are noted in detail. The Quaternary 
and the present superficial formations are described in great 
detail and ina masterly manner. The portion treating of the 
glacial period is of great interest, and is well worthy.of careful 
study. 

Numerous analyses of rocks and soils are given, and a consid- 
erable portion of the book is devoted to a minute study of the 
rocks and minerals of the canton. At the end of Tome It are 
eight large folded plates of geological and archeological illustra- 
tions, finely engraved. Accompanying the work are four maps 
on a scale of s5$5o9, upon which the geology is shown-in minute 

detail. The entire work is a contribution to science worthy of 
the illustrious author of “ Recherches Geologique de la Savoie, 
du Piedmont et de la Suisse voisines du Mont Blanc.” 

RecENT Books AND PAMPHLETS.—Manual of the New Zealand Moilusca. By 
Fred, W. Hutton. 8vo, pp. 224, 18$0. From the author, 

International Exhibition, Sydney. Appendix to Official Catalogue. 8vo, pp. 67, 
1880, From the company. 

Zeitschrist fiir wissenschaftliche Geographie. ¥dited by J. I. Kerrier, Lohr. 

in Baden, with the aid of numerous able Collaborators. Band 1, 'leit 1, 2, 3. 

’ Description G yue du Canton de Geneve, Par ALPILONSE FAVRE, Professeur 

emerite a Academie de Geneve, Correspondant de Institut de France, pour servis 

a Vapplication de la Carte Geologique du meme auteur. Tomes 1 and 1, g2. 
$1.50. (Extrait du Bulletin de la class @ Agriculture de la Societe des Arts de 

Gent ve.) 

+ 
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West Tennessee: its Resources and Advantages, By J. B. Killebrew. 8vo, pp. 

93, From the author, 

On the Physical Structure and [ypsometry of the Catskill Mountain region. By 

Arnold Guyot. (From Amer, Jour. Sci., Vol. XIX, June, 1580.) 8vo, pp. 22, maps 

2. From the author, 

Geological and Natural History Survey of North Carolina. Part 11—Botany. By 
M. A. Curtis. Svo, pp- 156, 1807. 

The Felsites and their Associated Rocks north of Boston. (From Proc. Boston 
Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. xx, Jan. 21, 1880.) By J. S. Diller. Svo, pp. 12, 1880. From 

the author, 

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Svo, pp. 152, 
to pls. Pt. 1, 880. From the academy. 

Catalogue of North American Musci, Arranged by Eugene A, Rau and A. B. 

IIervey. Svo, pp. 52, 1880. From the authors, 

Korte Bidrag til nordisk Ichthyographi. 111 Gronlands og Islands Lycoder. Med 
Bemerkninger om andre nordiske Arter, (Aftryk af’ Vidensk. Meddel. fra den 

naturhist, Foren. 1 1879-1880.) By Dr. Chr. Liitken. 8vo, pp, 26, 1880. 
From the author, 

Le Globe Lenox de 1511, Traduit de anglais par Gabriel Gravier. 8vo, pp. 26, 
18So. From the author, 

Découverte d’un Squelette entier de Rytiodus dans le Falun Aquitanien, (Ext. 
des Actes de la Société Linnéenne de bordeaux.) Par M. E. Dellortrie.  4to, pp. 
16, pls. 4, 880. From the author. 

The Orthonectida, a new class of the Phylum of the Worms, (From Quart. 
Journ. Micros. Sci.) By Alfred Giard. 8vo, pp. 15, pl. 1, 1880. From the author, 

Zur Anatomie und Physiologie des Nervensystems der Nemertinen, Von A, A. 
W. Hubrecht.  4to, pp. 47, pls. 4, 1880. From the author. 

GENERAL NOTES. 

BOTANY. 

CHANGES IN PLANT LIFE ON THE SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA) — 
We are not very apt to notice changes that gradually and _ pro- 
gressively prepare themselves in our surroundings, We have no 
room in our journals for facts of every-day occurrence, and at the 
same time these gradual changes offer more analogies to the 
great secular changes that have preceded the present state of our 
globe, and give more material for the study of evolutions than all 
floods, earthquakes and other cataclysms, 

All vegetation of our earth is subject to secular changes, and it 
is not necessary fo go to the fossil plants, imbedded in coal, to 
find ample proofs for this axiom. The bogs of Northern Europe, 
the lacustrine dwellings of the Alpine regions, show in different 
strata the remainders of different forest trees ; and in the Atlantic 

States many acute observers have noticed that the birch gradually 
supersedes the conifers, 

Such a process of change, of course, is accelerated if to the 

secular process of change is added the powerful agent of human 

'' The following essay, which will be of interest to all botanists and observers of 

plant growth generally, was read at the meeting of the Academy of Sciences, Feb. 

2d, by Dr. Herman Behr, of San Francisco, and appeared in the Aural Press. 

> 
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activity. I have had the good fortune to witness this process in 

two different quarters of the globe; in Australia and in California, 

The neighborhood of San Francisco and its flora in the year 

1850 was not entirely in its natural state, but still the three orig- 
inal types of bade ipe that constituted the region could well be 
distinguished. The sand dunes and hills were covered by a dense 
chap paral of live oak (Quercus agrifolia), Ceanothus thyrsiflora, 
and on northern well-moistened declivities by buckeye trees 
(<Esculus californica). In some localities a wild cherry (Prunus 
Wicifolia) entered this combination, but was in growth and foliage 
so little different from the other components that it easily ese: iped 
notice. 

This whole region grew very little grass, a fern (Pteris aqui 
fina) torming a kind of a rough and rather transparent turf. With 
the exception of a Sczrpus, even on mat shy places, no Cyperacecus 
plant was growing. Achillea millefohum, Baccharts, Solidago, 

Scrop hularia and Jn ul us distributed in tufts, varied the other- 

wise naked ground, The depressions of this formation frequently 
contained marshes with a shrubby vegetation of currant bushes 
(Ribes malvaceum) and goeseberries (Rives californicum) anda 
herbaceous vt cetation of Heleninm, Baccharis and 

This character of vegetation reached, almost without modifica- 
tion, up to the Mission Dolores, where grassy plains and_ hills, 
containing arborescent growths only in their ravines, took its 
place. <A belt of the same formation extended from North Beach 
to the Presidio, interrupted here and there by the Artemesza and 
Franseria, vegetation of the moving dunes and the seashore. 

The character of this open tract was in no way different from 
that of the common California pasturage ground when its vegeta- 
tion is not yet too much interfered with. A turf, mostly of annual 
grasses, Whose monotony ved by frequent patches of .Vemo- 
phila and /ischscholtzia, is interwoven with different species of 

Panicula, Orthocarpis, Castilleja and Lupinus, the latter in their 

arborescent species frequently forming min 
The third formation of lan Iscape was the most characteristic, 

‘ 
Gis- and many of the component parts of its flora have en 

apps ared from our ni ighborhoods; one of n,an Arexaria of 

singular beauty, probably is extinct, at least has not yet been 
found again in any other locality 

This formation occupied the southern part of the peninsula, and 

consisted of a large marshy plain, merging, towards the sea, into 
} the common California marsh, full of meandering, brackish creeks, 

and separated on the other side from the Ceanothus and live oak 

and chapparal, by a densely interwoven and much varied arbore 

cent vegetation, where the tr of the chapparal mingled with 
dogw 0d (Cori hon suckle / cera). Garrya, bay 

tree (Oreodaphuc), Photinia, ete, A corresponding herbaceous 
9° 

vegetation of luxuriant J/egarrhiza, hemlock, //eracleum, differ- 

4 
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ent species of Rumer, Polygonum, and three gigantic species of 
Aspidium covered the black and yielding ground. 

After having penetrated this belt, you would enter a boggy 
prairie, in which stripes of the above-mentioned arborescent 

vegetation indicated the more elevated points and ridges. The 

vegetation of the prairie itself was a most anomalous one, consid- 

ering the latitude and the merely nominal elevation above the 

level of the sea. It was a speck of the Arctic flora. Out of a 
mossy surface rose the slender culmi of a /vstaca mixed with 
Carex and firiophorum, The characteristic A/enyanthes trifoltaia 
showed everywhere its feathery racemes; at present, when you 

wish to see them, you have to go to Alaska, or to very consid- 
erable mountain elevations. Besides these was growing a //abe- 
naria and the /:pipactts gigantea, two orchideous plants. Angelt- 
ca, Heracleum, G:nanthe, Hydrocotyle and Nuphar represented a 
vegetation which can be studied still in some localities of this 
peninsula, but not in the vicinity of the city. Wherever the 
moisture formed a surface, it was immediately covered by the 
eraceful Asol/a carolintana, a idens and the Arexaria above 

mentioned that has not yet been found again. Now the first- 
mentioned type of vegetation, the chapparal, exists still in some 
fragments in the Presidio reservation; the second, that of the 

pasture land, is to be met with still, wherever the distance from 

the city 1s considerable cnough to protect native vegetation; but 
the third type has entirely disappeared. 
We now come to the causes. It is not only the quick growth 

of the city, the sudden change of grade, etc., that have disturbed 
the original equilibrium in nature, for there still exist lonely, 
neglected places enough in the immense circumference of the 
city, where an original vegetation could have remained undis- 
turbed, and where it was protected even against the attacks of 
domestic animals. 

By comparing the present flora of the surroundings, we shall 
easily recognize one of the most powerful agents in the destruc- 
tion of original vegetation. At present the three original types 
of Jandscape are no more distinguishable. The improvements of 
a growing city have brought all to the same level. The original 
arborescents have been cut Gown partly for fuel, partly to make 
room for houses. Horticulture has replaced them by the conifers 
of our Sierra and the evergreens of Australia. 

The vegetation of the peninsula is at present more Australian 
than Californian, and if it was not for the beauty of our sequoias, 
pines and firs of our mountains, scarcely any California tree 
would have found admission. 

Parallel with this artificial immigration of Australian arbores- 
cents, goes an herbaccous immigration from Europe and Africa. 
Our original vegetation has very little power of resistance. Its 
very variation is a proof of a certain want of vitality, for any 
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more vigorous organization, by superseding the weaker ones, 
would have produced originally the monotony developed at pres- 
ent by the immigration of 

Kirst of all I mention Se/ydua2 mas wie, a Native of the Med 

iterranean region, observed by me he first time in 1854 in Cali- 
fornia, in 1848 in South Australia. Wherever it gets a hold of 

the soil all native vegetation disappears. California is not the 
only land invested by this thistle. I have witnessed the same 
mvasion in South Australia, and have read the statement of my 

former teacher, Prof. Burmeister, at present in Buenos Ayres, th it 

the same thistle protects, through the time of its vegetation, the 
settlers against inroads of the Pampas Indians, as even these wild 
horsemen cannot cross = immense thickets formed by the same 

species of thistle. The influence of this weed is not confined to 

the neighborhood of San I rancisco, and it is chiefly the miniature 

forests of lupines that suffer from its invasion. 

Another weed, Coti/a coranopifolia, does the same work in 

moist ground that is.begun by Silybum in the more arid tracts of 
soil. The plant, a native of Southern Africa, was observed for 

the first time by me in 185 4 | also have witnessed its invasion 
of South Australia, and I recollect very well the single specimen 
I found near Adelaide in 1845. It is well known in Mediterranean 
Europe, but as to the date of its edie: I only know that it 
was common there at the same time when I found the first speci- 
men in Australia. This weed has transformed the varied aquatic 
vegetation of the different places invested by itsclf into ong 

monotonous green mass with yellow buttons. Our gracctul water 
fern, Alsol/a, that fi rmerly ornamented abundantly our creeks by 
its floating turf, is scarcely to be found any more. 

Now, both of these plants which could be called “ the coming 

plants,” are Syngenesists or ( composite. The Composite thems Ives 

are characteristic of the most modern flora, for in a fossilized state 

they are only foun lin the most modern formations ; in fact, the 
only fossilized Co mposita of which [ know, were products ot a 

river that fossilized everything thrown into it. Now it appears 
that in the fight for existence the junior sons of creation have a 
decided advantage, and this accounts for the otherwise inexplica- 
ble circumstance that the varicty of organisms decreases so pet 
ceptibly when we enter the realms of Gyixosperims, vascular 

Cryplogams, and all those forms of organic life that existed in the 
carly periods of the earth. 

BoranicaAL Nores.—In the Pulletin of the Torrey Botanical 

Club, which, by the way, now appears regularly each month, and 

with a neat cover, Mr. G. E. Davenport describes and figures in 

an excellent plate, an fern (A ? from Southeastern 

\rizona Grevillea for June contains a thoughtful essay on 

Peziza, by M, C. Cooks —The Yournal of Br fany for May and 

June continucs to review the British Characew, and the bot 
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any of the British Polar Expedition for 1875-1876. —— Dr. 
Engler, of Kiel, has published the first part of an essay on the 

evolution of the vegetable kingdom since the Tertiary period, 
under the title, “ Versuch einer Intwicklunegsgeschichte der 
Pllanzenwelt.” It relates to the extra-tropical regions of the 
Northern hemisphere ——Dr. H. Miller contributes to 
an interesting critique of Gaston Bonnier’s essay on the nectaries 
of flowers which was written in opposition to recent doctrines of 
the evolution of flowers. Messrs. Sereno Watson and C,S. 

Sargent are botanizing in Northern California and Western Ore- 
gon this summer, while Mr. Vasey, a son of Dr. George Vasey, is 
studying the trees of Southern California for the F yrestry Report 

of the tenth census, Mr. E. L. Greene is herborizing in Southern 
California, Arizona, and New Mexico. We have two interesting 

papers from him which have been crowded out unfortunately for 
want of space. 

ZOOLOGY. ! 
TARDIGRADES AND EGcs.—Having found several specimens of 

Tardigrades during the past month, I have been fortunate cnough 
to confirm what has been observed in Europe in regard to their 

peculiar manner of depositing their eggs. Among them was one 
which contained within the body, as nearly as I could determine, 

six spherical masses, which, when cxamined with higher power, 

appeared to be collections of eggs. It was in the act of molting, 
the old skin having slipped back so far as to set free the three 

yi \ 

\ 

fig 

Bay 

t oof 

™ 

Fic. 1—Normal individual seen from above. Fic. 2.—Individual with egg sack 
Utached. The en yos can be seen within the eggs. FG. 3.—Enlarged view of 

anterior pairs of limbs, while the posterior pair was plainly seen 

moving within. The skin was empty with the exception of 

‘The departments of Ornithology and Mammaloyy are conducted by Dr. ELiiori 

Cougs, U.S. A. 

Fee. 1 
AN Fig 3 
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little excrementitious matter. This specimen was lost, but I 

shortly after found another with the old skin hanging to the body 
inthe same position, but in this case filled with eggs. This one I 
succeeded in mounting in carbolated water, and so preserved it 
for future reference. In the normal state these creatures measure 
about .o16 inch in length, but when gravid, or after depositing 
the eggs in the sack, they are much larger. My specimens were 
obtained from the sediment in a small aquarium in my sitting 
room, which contains a few native plants and fishes, and has 

about an inch of sand in the bottom, which was taken from the 

river bed last fall. The aquarium swarms with Protozoans, and I 
have thus far found seventeen Tardigrades, and there are probably 

many more. The genus I suppose to be Macrobiotus, but do not 

know that it has a specific name. It is the same that was found 
by Prot. Bessey in this place several years ago. I send drawings 
for identification —/. L. Beal, 

An Foor AmBLYsroMA.-—In a specimen. of 
Amblystoma punctatum Baird, which I found in Williamstown, 

Mass., the second or largest toe of the right hind foot presented 
an unusual abnormality, being bifid at the tip. The osseous 
skeleton showed the same peculiarity, there being two terminal 
phalanges articulating with the penultimate one S. 

Norges oN Myriopops.—I have recently found several species 
of Myriopoda in Williamstown, which are of interest from the 
fact that their known localitics are very few. Among these are 
Pauropus huxleyi Lubbock, Hurypauropus spinosus Ryder, and 
Trichopetalum lunatuim Harger. Pauropus fuxtleyt, an Venglish 
species, has heretofore been only reported from Fairmount Park 
by Mr. Ryder, which also was the only known locality of /zay- 
pauropus, Trichopetalum Nas been found in New Haven and in 
Philadelphia. The locality where the specimens were found was 
on “Stone Hill,” a timestone elevation, and with them were asso- 
ciated large numbers of Campodea staphylinus Westwood. I might 
also state that I have found here //e/tx asteriscus Morse, it being 
its first occurrence in Massachusetts.— 7% S. Avugsley. 

Seconp Fricur or DraGon-FLiEs —I have now to report that 
last evening (May 24th), on the top of West Hill, in Melrose, | 
witnessed what to all appearance was a movement precisely like 
that of last year (sce this journal, Vol. xiv, p. 132). The flies 
were moving over the hill in a business-like fashion, all going in 
the same direction, from one to six being in sight at once. | 
watched them for nearly half an hour and they were still passing 
when I came away. Nobody could see them, I think, without 

being convinced that they were moved by a common impulse, and 
for mysclf, I can bardly dou 
to be things of regular occurrence. What their occasion and 

st that such migrations will be found 

design are IT am not cntomologist cnough even to guess. I 
should be glad to be enlightened.—radjord /orrey. 

| 
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BreepinG Ifanirs or Sprpers.—On the afternoon of the fifth 
of June we were lying on the ground in a dry pasture looking 

among the short grass, when we noticed a pair of crab spiders, 

Nysticus, under slanting: grass 

leaf. The female stood head 

downward holding on by a few 
threads across the leaf (see figure). 
Her abdomen was turned a little 

outward and the male, when we 

first noticed him was on her left 

side with his left fect on her 
abdomen and his right on the 
crass leaf. He stood there for a few minutes, now and then 

working his palpi up and down, then ran up over the female 
several times and settled himself in the position in the figure over 
the end of her abdomen with his head just behind her epigynum. 
After a few moments when he appeared to have his palpus in use, 

we pushed away the surrounding grass and broke off the leaf on 
which the spiders were, without disturbing them in the least and 
found the left palpus in the epigynum with the spinal muscle M 
inflated. The size of this muscle varied continually, swelling out 
to its full extent in a sausage shape, and then slowly contracting. 
We watched him for ten minutes during which he removed his 
palpus once and inserted the same once again. We then put grass 
and all into a bottle without disturbing the spiders, but when we 

looked at them again on reaching home they had separated.— 7%. 
HT. /iemerten. 

Nores oN New AND RARE Fisues oF THE PaciFic Coast.— 
It was until recently currently believed that very few additional 
species would be found upon the Pacific coast of the United 
States. The publication of descriptions of three new flat-fishes 
and a scomberoid form, in 1879, threw some little doubt upon 

this idea, and the discoveries since made, both by Prof. S. Jordan 

and by the writer, will, when the results are published, prove 

beyond a doubt that the Pacific icthvological fauna is far richer 
than it was supposed to be, and probably richer than the Atlantic. 

The Pacific is ¢#e ocean of the world--the main body of its 

waters are collected in its vast expanse, and it is only natural to 

suppose that when men of the more advanced civilizations have 
searched its shores and its depths as thoroughly as they have 
searched those of the smaller Atlantic, it will be found that its 
fauna is rich in proportion to its larger dimensions. If we con- 
fine our attention solely to the west coast of North America, we 
shall find that several groups are peculiar to the region, or are at 
most represented only by scattered species elsewhere; while 
others that are tolerably well represented in the Atlantic have 

headquarters here. 
he genera Scorpena, The fanily Scorpenide, consisting of t 

| 
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Schastes, and their allies, mailed-checked scaly fishes, with perfect 

ventrals, short anal, and first dorsal more developed than the 

second, has its headquarters upon this coast. 

When Dr. W. O. Ayres, in the early days of the California 
Academy of Sciences, about eighteen years ago, added four addi- 
tional species to the already known eight or nine described by 
himself or by Dr. Girard, the announcement was received with 
doubt. 

The writer, resident in San Francisco during the last six years, 
quickly identified all the described species Let one, nor was it 

long before he perceived several types which differed somewhat 
from any of them. As, however, he was dependent for compari- 
son upon isolated examples brought to the local muscum, and 

upon the supply of the market, he was unable to thoroughly con- 
vince himself whether the three or four varieties of color, accom- 

panied as they were by only slight differences in the form and 

promine nce of the spine s of the head, were really s specie s, or only 

color varieties. But this question is now fully settled by Prof. LD. 
S. Jordan, who, commencing at San Diego, and working north- 
wards to San Francisco, everywhere with vegies means of 

comparison, has proved that not only three or four, but eight or 

nine constant and specifically distinct types of ‘this tribe occur, in 
addition to those before described: so that more than twenty 

species are now (March 14, 1880) known, and it is not unlikely that 

the list may be still further increased when Prof. Jordan and _ his 
comrade Mr. Gilbert have searched the coast northward to Pucet 

Sound. The number of flat-fishes (Pleuronectida) now known 

to be found between San Diego and Puget Sound excceds that 
known on the Atlantic coast of the United States. In my“ a 

of the hecetinnnicees of San Francisco” (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mu 

187 I enumerate thirteen spec 1es, three of them new to science. 

ah ce must be added a true sole, the first found upon : 

discovered by Prof. Jordan at San Diego; a flounder allied to 
ossoides, but forming the type of a new genus, found by 

e icl hyologist at liber a and Santa Barbara, and a 

species of Platysom. if ichthys s (Bleecker), a stray spec imen of which 

found its way into the market of San Francisco. Add to thi 
the more northern /Veuroncetes franklini, and we have a total of 

seventeen species, counting two unidentified speci 

described by Pallas, a total which, in the | cht of recent discover- 

ies, must not be accepted as final, since the coast from San Fran- 

CISCO haiti ard may yield new forms to the hard-working explor- 
ers of the United States Fish Commission. ‘The specimens of 

he Platysomatichthys found were evid oa the young of a larger 
form, and Prof. Jordan confidently expects to find more and larger 

specimens as he proceeds northward 

Che conclusion arrived at by the writer that the species re-de 
scribed by lf as Lh IS the 

4 

4 
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quadrituberculatus of Pallas, is endorsed by Prof. Jordan; but as 
numerous specimens found south of San Francisco are devoid of 

the tubercles upon the cheeks, the latter suspects that there may 

be two species, 

The form described by me in the paper before mentioned as 
Lepidopsetta umbrosa (Girard) Gill, turns out to be a new species ; 

but as the /Vatichthys umbrosus of Girard is, as stated by Dr. Gill, 

synonymous with the Pleuronectes bilineatas of Dr. Ayres, this 
does not increase the number of species in the group. For this 
species the specific name zso/cpis is proposed, on account of the 
uniform structure of the scales—a character by which it may at 
once be distinguished from its nearest ally, Lepidopsetta (tleuro- 
nectes; bilineata. Other characters are, its regularly oval form, 

small eyes, and the comparatively low arch formed on the pectoral 
region by the lateral line. In generai appearance it closely 
resembles small specimens of /settechthys melanostictus, and is 

confounded with that species by the dealers, who fail to notice its 
smaller mouth, rougher scales, and more oval form. 

The curious family of small mailed fishes, known as Agonida, 
has now so many known representatives here that it becomes prob- 
able that its headquarters are on this coast. To the already 
known slgonus acipensertnus and other sub-arctic forms, Dr. 
Steindachner, in 1878, added the two new species, one of them 

the singular Siphonagonus, and since that date three additional 
specics have been found and their descriptions forwarded for pub- 
lication. 

These are two species of Agonus, one of which was first noticed 

by Prof. Jordan, and the other by myself, and the third a species 
of Dr, Gill’s genus Brachyopsis, described by the writer from 
numerous specimens obtained in Drake's bay, near San Francisco. 

The family of viviparous perch (Iembiotocidze) has long been 
known as one of the peculiar types of our coast, and the already 
tolerably numerous species included in it have been reinforced 
by Prof. Jordan by the addition of three more. One of these, a 
species of Cymatogaster of a roseate tint, with two darker spots 
below the soft dorsal, was first noticed in the autumn of 1879, 

when a single specimen was shown me by a dealer who perceived 
its peculiarities, but would not part with the specimen. A second 

cxample was secured for Prof. Jordan, who has since found a 

third; so that it is evident that at this point the species is rare. 

The number of species included in the family Chirida, a group 
of fishes with the suborbital bone united to the pre-operculum, 

as in the Scorpwenide and Cottidz, from which, however, they 
] ] differ considerably in appearance, is on the increase. 

Several species of Chirus and its nearly allied forms, and four or 
five of more distantly related genera, have long been known; but 
we can now report three new forms; One of these belongs to 
Gill’s genus Pleurogrammus, distinguished from Chirus by the 
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continuous dorsal fin and longer gill-rakers; and was described 

from specimens brought from Alaska by Mr. W. J. Fisher; the 

second is a true Chirus, not uncommon in the markets of this 

city, and the third is a very peculiar form, constituting a sub- 
family. 

The species of the genus Chirus are called sea-trout by some 

dealers in our markets, while others confound them with the Scor- 

peenidae under the common name of rock-fish or rock-cod. The 

species found in our markets are very nearly related to each other, 
so much so that were it not for the unvarying pattern of the col- 
oration, it would be hard to tell them apart. The peculiar form 

just mentioned does not look like a Chiroid, but closely simulates 
the sea-perches, such as the Jew-fish. As, however, it has the 

structure of the cheeks which distinguishes the Chirida, Prof. 
Jordan believes it must be placed along with them, — It is certainly 
intermediate between the Chiridee and the Scorpzenidze, and must 

be gathered into one of them. The Chiridi, like the viviparous 

perch, are peculiar to the North Pacific, but the large family of the 

Cottidee or Sculpins, is much more widely spread. 

Three additional forms of Cottida have lately been described. 
One of these was characterized by Dr, Steindachner, in 1873, as / 
Artedius pigettensts, his ] bap ‘r was received here, I had 
publ ished a notice of it under the name of Chitonotus megacepha- 
/us. It is probable that the later genus will stand good, as the 
fish certainly cannot be placed along with the previously known 
Artedius notospilotus. A is tolerably common in 
our markets, to which it is brought among the heaps of prawns 
and small fishes. A third occurs in the fresh-wi oe lakes of the 

Island of Kodiak, Alaska, and belongs to the well-known genus 
Uranidea 

A fortuitously obtained trio of fishes, said to be from deep 

water, has enriched our coast with another family of fishes pecul- 

iar to it. Blenno‘d in aspect, with soft and fl -xible bones, a con- 

tinuous dorsal without any definite spines, and a long anal 

Jordan believes that its affinities are with the T rachinids. Two 

species are known, one of them scaleless, but with small pric] 

upon the fins, and prickly scutellee along the lateral line; the 
1 other scaly, and differing considerably in other respects, so that 

ultimately 
ct 

it is not improbable that several intermediate forms will 

be found. 

To the fishes before mentioned must be added a singular hump 
backed Catostomus from the Gila, said to be tolerably abundant ; 

an Osmerus which has hitherto escaped notice, thoug rh sufficiently 

common in the San Francisco market; a I yeod id (Leuryruis 

paucidens), a S mberoid (Chriomitra concolor), and a Myxine 

Badello uti?) from the same locality ; a well characterized 

species of rus from Alaska, and a Sparus from Maeda- 
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lena bay, Lower California ; all noticed by the writer; and three 
rays found south of San Francisco by Prof. Jordan. 

The Myxine may possibly prove to be identical with one previ- 
ously described from the coast of Chili (2dellostoma polytrema ), 
as it is said that the number of gill openings was not accurately 
counted in the Chilian type, but there is also a difference in the 
number of teeth. Of the three rays mentioned, one is a Dasy- 
batis, the second is a form connecting Dasybatis with Raia, while 
a third is a Raia, 

Altogether about forty species of marine fishes have been noted 

by Prof. Jordan and myself during the past eighteen months, and 
as the former is only at the commencement of his labors, and has 
only searched the coast from San Irancisco southward, it is prob- 

able that he will find several more between the latter point and 
Puget sound, 

From the immense stretch of sea coast included in Alaska, a 

continental line of more than twice the length of that of the 
Pacific coast of the United States, we may expect many additional 
species when the United States Fish Commission gets fairly to 
work upon it. 
Glyp.ocephalus pacificus and Glyptoccphalus sachirus —TNe reason 

that these two species escaped description so long is probably to 
be found in the fact, that those brought to the market are brought 
from Point Reyes, about thirty miles north of San Francisco, 

where there was no fishery until about three years ago. Neither 
of these species is at any time taken in abundance, and both are 

absent from the market, with rare exceptions, during the winter 
months, so that it is probable that at that season they resort to 

deeper water. 
Scorpis californicnsts.—This species, hitherto believed to be of 

rare occurrence, has been ascertained by Prof. Jordan to be the 
most common species in the Santa Barbara channel, constituting 
the bulk of the catch taken for the Los Angeles market. 

Torpedo californica —This species is, I believe, rare in collec- 
tions. The only example in our local museum is the small alco- 
holic specimen which probably formed the type of Ayres’ original 
description. It was therefore with some interest that I observed 
in our market a large indévidual, taken in Tomales bay. 

I subjoin a few dimensions: 
F I 

Greate ‘ctoral fins when first measured,... 2 
fre out for about 24 hours... 2 2% 

Front of oO mouth when the latter is closed, 2 

Ditto te first dorsal I 1134 

Interocular width, . Re } 
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Inche 

Distance between the spiracles........ 24 

\ >! 

The dealers state that this fish attains still larger dimensions. 
Cephaloscyliium laticeps—This species is one of the most singu- 

lar additions to the fauna of our coast hitherto made. It was 
previously known only from two examples and a skull, all from 

New Zealand. Below Point Conception, Prof. Jordan found this 

curious shark, which has the power of inflating itself after the 
fashion of a balloon fish (Diodon tetrodon) to be the most com- 

mon of its tribe, so common, indeed, that it is largely taken for 

the sake of the oil that can be procured from it. It attains a 
leneth of rather more than three feet, and has a very broad head 

equal in width to one-fourth the total length of the fish, It do 
not inflate its skin, but its stomach, as was experimentally proved, 

and when inflated, floats away upon its back.—II. WV. Lockington, 

Case OF Prorecrive Mimicry 1x A Moru.—QOn June 6th, my 
son called my attention to what I without hesitation supposed to 
be a Poltstes fuscus resting on the ground. Fearing to handle it, 
I attempted to hold it down with a stick, when on getting nearer 
to it I saw that it was a harmless Egerian moth, 7Zrochi/ium 

poltstiformis. Though a little shorter it closely resembles in siz 
color and peculiar markings our common Polistes wasp. The 
antenne are very similar, with the brown thorax and fore-wings, 

and the two yellow rings on the basal half of the abdomen are 
also closely similar to the markings of the wasp. Now if I was 
deceived, why should not a bird be “taken in” and pass by 
harmless moth, thinking it a well armed wasp? I regard this 
Spilomyia as an admirable instance of protective resem 

similar example I recorded several years since when 

my net to catch what I su 

S. 

| 
1 1 4 { 1 

pposed to be a white-faced wasp, and 

turing it, found that it was a Syrphus fly (Spilo- 

MALE EELS IN HoLLAND.—An article on the reproductive or- 

sans of male cels and the differences between the sexes, is con- 

tributed to Zoologischer Anzeiger for June 7, by S. T. Cattic, of 

Arnheim, Holland. He says,“ that it is not to be wondered at that 

eels are » seldom foun nce the youn its way 

nto deep w th t repl ( y dev ) 

( week they then | ( | both female 

and male, die after reproduction. Hence the spermatozoa are 

wanting and in most cases even the mother-cells of the testes, so 
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that the study of the histological structure of the organs of 
Syrski can bring us somewhat nearer to the truth of the matter.” 
He then describes the lobulated organ of Syrski, found also in 
American males by Packard and Kingsley. Cattie also describes 
what he regards as the seminal duct, previously studied histologi- 
cally and so considered by Freud.’ Its structure is like that of the 
immature testes of fishes. In the largest of the eel with the or- 
gans of Syrski (lappenorgan), which was 445 centimeters in length, 

Cattie found a tube-like cord, which extends from the base to the 

end of the bow-shaped indentation of the streak which extends 

along the testes, and which is filled with cells. This string of 

cells shows the most undoubted similarity to the sperm mother- 

cells of the testes. He observed no spermatozoa in his eels. 
Cattie then quotes the sexual differences in the eel given by 

Jacoby.” These are differences in the head; which is broader in 

the females, than the narrower and more pointed snout of the eels 

with the lobulated organs of Syrski; all the females moreover have 
a higher, broader dorsal fin than the males, while the latter are 
said to be darker green, more metallic on the sides, and blacker 

on the back of the body; and eels with the organs of Syrski 
have larger eyes, though Jacoby states that large-eyed females 
also occur, Cattie’s measurements confirm Jacoby’s statement that 

the females have a higher dorsal fin; he thinks that the females 
on the whole have larger eyes, while the best external sexual dif- 
ference is the smaller and more pointed, less flattened, more con- 

vex head of the males; but he found no permanent differences of 

coloration. 

It will thus be seen that there appears to be slight external 
differences between the male and female eel, while the internal 

differences between the reproductive organs are well marked and 
obvious. No one in Europe has yet found spermatozoa, while in 

this country Packard and Kingsley in their joint paper in this jour- 
nal (Vol. Xi, p. 319, 1879) claim to have scen the spermatozoa ; 
viz: Mr. Kingsley is confident he saw them, Dr. Packard not 
however being present when they were discovered and not 
seeing them. It is of course most desirable that others should 
observe these bodies before the matter can be regarded as finally 
settled. 

NOTES ON THE WINTERING OF THE Ropin.—I see that in the last 

NATURALIST, the appearance of robins at Evanston, IIL, is made 

the text for a theory of bird migrations. In Western Towa, at 
about the same latitude, robins remain in wooded valleys through- 

out the winter. Last December I observed them in flocks in the 

underbrush along the Missouri river, opposite Plattsmouth, Neb. 

On the uplands, which are about three hundred feet higher and 

' Litzungsberichte der Kais. Akad. der Wissenschaften. Wien, 1877, Mirzheft. 

*Dr. L. Jacoby, Der I ischfang in der Lagune von Commachio. 

XIV.—N 
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more open, they are not frequently observed during the winter 
months. 

C. J. Maynard records the robin as a resident of Eastern 

Massachusetts, although they sometimes do not remain all winter, 
Chi ysomitris tristts is also found here abundantly during the win- 
ter. Lophophanes bicolor, Sitta carolinensis and Centurus carolinus 

have been noticed more rarely. 
May it not be that a few warm days in spring call out the ear- 

lier birds from neighboring wooded valleys rather than from the 
south ? Yet I see no serious objection to the idea that the mi- 
gration of birds is largely due to the prevailing winds.—F F. 
Jodd, Arbor, [owa. 

Tue Eyes anp BRAIN OF CERMATIA FORCEPS.—Mr. Norman N, 
Mason has made preparations of the eyes of this myriopod, 
which, contrary to the statement in this journal last year, is not 
uncommon in Providence, R. L, in dark places, and which 1s use- 

ful as a spider-destroyer. The eye of this myriopod appears to be 
constructed on the same plan as that of other species of the sub- 
class, but differing in important respects. Though Cermatia ts said to 

have compound eyes in contradistinction from the so-called“ ocelli” 
of other myriopods, the latter are likewise truly aggregated or com- 
pound, the “ocelli” being composed of contiguous facets, the 
nerve-fibres supplying them arising in the same general manner 
from the optic nerve as in Cermatia, where the facets are much more 
numerous. The eye of the Cermatia is composed of a hemis- 
pherical, many-facetted cornea, the lenses of which are shallow, 

doubly convex, being quite regularly lenticular, the chitinous sub- 

stance being laminated as usual. Eacii corneal lens is underlaid 
by a retina about as thick as the cornea, the inner surface of cach 
retinal mass being convex. Corresponding to cach lens is a sepa- 
rate mass of connective tissue which increases in thickness from 
the end of the optic nerve outward towards the cornea; though 
the entire retina of the eye extends back to the ganglion opticum. 
Within the broad stratum of connective tissue, forming the entire 
retina of the cye, lies next to the corneal lens a layer of ‘‘ vitreous 

cells” or “lens-epithclium”’ of Graber. This layer is succeeded by 
the series of rather large visual rods, one in each mass correspond- 
ing to each corneal lens; these rods are long and sharp, conical at 

the end, which extends nearly to the inner edge of the retinal 
mass; they each possess a nucleus, and the connective tissue en- 

veloping the rods is nucleated, while there is an irregular layer of 
nucleated cells near or around the ends of the rods. There are 
no cones; these not b ing yet detected in the eye of myriopods. 

This layer of cells is succeeded by a thin, slightly curvilinear, 
transverse strip of connective tissue passing through the entire 
eye, and behind it are the loose, nucleated spherical cells forming 

the ganglhon opticum. 
The brain of Cermatia forceps, as shown by several sections, 1s 

{ 
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developed on the same plan as in Bothropolys, and so far as we 
see, the myriopodan brain corresponds more closely in its general 
form and histology with that of the insects than the Crustacea. 
The large, thick optic nerve arises from the upper side of each 
hemisphere. The median furrow above is deep, and on each side 

js a mass of small ganglion cells; also a mass in the deep fissure 
below the origin of the optic nerve, and another mass on the in- 
ferior lobe extending down each side of the cesophagus, probably 
near or at the origin of the posterior commissure. These masses, 
zZé., those on the upper and under side of the brain, connect on 
each side of the median line, and in this respect the brain is as in 

Bothropolys. There are no large ganglion cells as in Crustacea, 
including Limulus. 

There is then, no very close resemblance in form or histology, 

between the eye and brain of Limulus and the myriopods, the 
two types of eye being essentially different—aA. S. Packard, Fr. 

ZooLoGcicaAL Nores.—A communication by Dr. W. J. Hoffman, 
on a supposed hybrid between the lynx and domestic cat, was 
lately read before the Zodlogical Society of London.——The 

second example of Archwopteryx, with the head, is now on 

deposit in the Geological Museum of Berlin. It was bought, ac- 
cording to Neture, for about $5000, by Herr Siemens, of Berlin, 

in order to save it from importation to the United States. M. 
Viallanes finds that the heart of insects is at first a simple tube 
open only at its two ends. So long as it has no lateral orifice it 
is completely arterial. Undoubted alligators have been dis- 
covered in the Yang-tse-Kiang, the first of this genus to occur in 
the Old World. In the same river occurs the Polyodon, the only 
other existing species of this ganoid living in the Mississippiim— 
Prof. KE. Van Beneden has discovered the existence of a double 
circulatory apparatus and two kinds of blood in parasitic Copepoda 
(Clavella, Congricola and Lernanthropus). The leaf-like lamella 

growing from the end of the body of Lernanthropus are true 
gills, like those of Annelids. There is no true heart; the circula- 
tion of the two fluids being caused by the contraction of the 
body. In certain worms, the closed vessels contain a red blood 
without corpuscles, while the connected lacuna of the body (not 

true vessels) contain colorless blood with white torpuscles. 
The use of the swimming bladder of fishes is to regulate the 
migration of fishes, according to M. Marangoni. They have to 
counteract its action by their fins. It produces a double instabil- 
ity, one of level, the ether of position. 

ANTHROPOLOGY. ! 

Pursio InptAns.—The Pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona 
are towns or villages inhabited by Indians of various races and 
speakine different lancuaces. Whe Speaking different languages. hen we onut the mhab 

MEdited by Prof. Oris T. Mason, Columbian College, Washington, D. C. 

{ 

{ 
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iting the Middle Gila river, who are also somctimes spoken of as 

Pueblo Indians, the languages of the others are divisible into four 
families. 

Shinwmo.— The Shinumo (sometimes called J/6k7) speak a 
language of the Sho-sho-ni-an, considerably differing; however, 
from the neighboring Pai-Ute, Uta and Californian dialects of this 
family. They occupy six of a group of seven Puecblos—the sev- 
enth speaking a language of the Tewan—each under its own 
chief. These are the only Pueblos in Arizona, the remainder 
being within the limits of New Mexico. 

The following authors are known to have written or left manu- 
scripts on this language: 
PALMER, Dr. Ebwarp.—Vocabulary of about 200 words (MSS.). 

PALMER, Capt. A. D.—Vocabulary of about 200 words (MSs.). 

Simpson, J. H.—Vocabulary of the Moqui, 38 words. (In Journal of a Military 
Reconnaissance Wash., 1850, 8vo.) 

BuscHMANN, J. C, E.— Vélker und Sprachen Neu-Mexicos.” Akad. der Wis- 
senschalten. Berlin, 1856, 4to. 

Loew, Oscar—Vocabulary of about 200 words and some elements of grammar, In 
A. 5S, Gatschet ** Zwolf Sprachen,’ Weimar, 1876, Svo. 

PoweLL, May. J. W.—Vocabulary of the Shinumo, taken at Oraibi, one of the 
Pueblos (MSS.). 

Zunian—Zuni (pron. Sunyi),a comprehensive name given to 
three inhabited and as many ruined Pueblos in Northwestern 

New Mexico, south of the Navajo Reservation: Zuni, Old Zuni 

or Cibola (ruined), 

The linguistic literature is as follows: 
Simpson, J. H.—Vocabulary of Zuni, about 4o words in Journal of Military Recon- 

naissance, Xc., pp. 140-144, Wash., 1550, Svo. 

Eaton, Capt. J. H.—Vocabulary including numerals. In Schoolcraft, Vol. 11, 

pp. 416-432.) 
Wuippie, Liztur. A. W.—Vocabulary in Pacific R. R. Rep., 11, 2, pp. 91-93. 

BusCHMANN, J. C. E.—* Volker und Sprachen Neu-Mexicos.”? Akad. der Wis- 
senschaften, Berlin, 1856, 4to 

PALMER, Dr. E.—Vocabulary of about 60 words (MSS.). 

Kerr, FRaANcts—The Zuni Indians of New Mexico. In Popular Science Monthly, 
N.Y., 1874, pp. 580-591 (illus., Ethnological). 

STEVENSON, J. S.—-List of names given to Zuni pottery, 1879 (MSS.). 

Keran.—Keéra, Span. Quera, plur. Queres, an ancient name of 

unknown signification given to Pueblo Indians west of the Rio 
Grande. Locally they are divided into two branches: 1. A 
northeastern branch on the Rio Grande, embracing San Felipe, 

Santo Domingo, Cotchiti, Santa Afia and Cia (Silla, Tse-a); 2. A 

western branch on the Rio San Juan, embracing Kawaikome, 

Laguna, Povate, Hasatch and Mogino. 

The linguistic literature is as follows: 
SIMPSON J. i: & Vocabulary of Kéra, about 30 words. (In J urnal of Military 

Reconnaissance, &c., Wash., 1850, pp. 140-143, Svo.) 

Davis, W. HI. H.—*‘ El Gringo, or New Mexico and her people,’ N. Y., 1857, pp- 

157-159, ovo. 

| 
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Wuirr.e, Lieut. A. W.—Vocabulary of Kiwomi, about 200 words, and of Cochi- 
temi, about 60 words. (In Pacific R. R. Report, 111, 2, pp. 86-$9.) 

BuscuMANN, J. C. E.— Volker und Sprachen, Neu-Mexicos.”” Akad, der Wis- 
senschatten, Berlin, 1856, gto, 

Loew, Oscar.— Vocabulary of Santa Afia, about 200 words anda few sentences. 

(In A. S. Gatschet Zw6lf Sprachen,’ Weimar, 1870, 8vo. 

Lorw, Oscar.~-Vocabulary of Laguna. ( Zoid.) 

Kerr, FRANCIs—Vocabulary of Acoma, about 60 words, 1873 (MSS ). 

MeENAUL, JouN—Te. cher in Laguna. Specimens of Laguna primer and catechism, 

with interlinear English translation (MSS.). 

7’wan.—The largest number of Indian towns in New Mexico, 
along the Rio Grande, speak dialects of the Téwan. It scems 
that in former times these dialects extended far into Texas and 
Chihuahua, along the same river, though only a few scattered 

remnants of them are now remaining there. 
Of this family five main divisions may be made, these being 

mutually unintelligible : 

1. Tafo: Isleta; another Isleta near El Paso; Sandia. 
. Taos: Taos (Indian, Taxé): Picuni. 

3. Jemes: Jemes (old Pecos is consolidated with it). 

4. Tewa or Tehua (“ house, houses’): San Ildefonso, San Juan, 

Pojoaque, Nambe, Tesuque, Santa Clara and one of the 

Moki Pueblos. Of these Pucblos, Santa Clara is the only 
one located on the western bank of the Rio Grande. 

5. Piro in Sineeu, south of El Paso. 

Linguistic literature : 
Simpson, J. 11.—Vocabulary of Jemes, etc., 30 words, pp. 140-143, reprinted in 

Davis, ** El Gringo,”’ 

Wutrinc, Davip V.—Vocabulary of Tesuque, about 400 words. (In Schoolcraft, 
Il, pp. 446-450. 

BuscHMANN, J. C. E.—“ Volker und Sprachen,” Berlin, 1856, 4to. 

Lorw, OscAk—Isleta, Jemes, San Ildefonso, San Juan, vocabulary of about 230 

words each, and sentences from Pesuque (about fifty). (in A. S. Gatschet, 

« Zwolf Sprachen,’? Weimar, 1876, 8vo.) 

PALMER, Dr. E.—Vocabulary of Taowa (MSS.). 

BarrLerr, J. R.—-Vocabularies of Piro, of Sinect, of Tigua (viz: Téhua, Tewa) 
MSS). 

Yarrow, Dr. He. C.—Vocabulary of Los Luceros (MSS.). 
Vocabulary of Los Taos. In A. S. Gatschet’s “ Zwélf Sprachen,’ Weimar, 

1570, dvo. 

Kanrz, AuG. V.—Vocabulary of Isleta, 1869 (MSS.). 

Gibbs GEORGE—Vocabulary of Isleta, 1808 (MSS.). 

Powell. 

PRE-ADAMITES.—This designation is the external title of a vel- 
ume just issued in Chicago, by S. C. Griggs & Co., of which the full 
title is as follows: © Pre-adamites; or a demonstration of the exis- 

tence of men before Adam ; together with a study of their con- 

dition, antiquity, racial affinities and progressive dispersion over 
the earth, with charts and other illustrations, by Alexander 

Winchell, LL.D.” The paper, press work and illustrations are 
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excellent, and reflect great credit on the publishers. The work 

consists of 478 pages, and may be considered under three very 
different aspects, the biblical or exegetical, the ethnographical or 
descriptive and the ethnological or deductive. 

From an exegetical point of view, the author states that the 
account of Creation in Genesis has long been interpreted to mean, 
1, That the world, with all it contains, was created by God: 2. 

That this occurred 4000 years B.C.; 3. That it was accomplished 

in six days; 4. That Adam was created on the sixth day: 5. 
That Eve was formed froma rib of Adam: 6. That Adam and 

others lived over goo years; 7. That the creation of man 
occurred in Western Asia; 8 That about 1656 A. M.a deluge 
destroyed the whole race save Noah and his family; 9. That all 
existing races came from Noah; 1o. That the black races de- 
scended from Ham. 

On the contrary, Prof. Winchell holds, and defends with a great 

deal of learning, that the three dispersions of the posterity of 

Noah refer to the white race alone, embracing the blonde family 
(Japhetites or Aryans), the brunette family (Semites) and the sun 
burnt family (Hamites). The brown races, both Mongoloid (Tar- 
tar, Turaman) and Dravidian, and the black races, including 

Negro, Hottentot, Papuan and Australian are extra-Noachic and 

extra-Adamic. 
All the legitimate and logical results from such a position are 

fully and freely admitted by the author; such as the rejection of 
the old chronology, noa-inspiration of the narrative portion of 
the Old Testament, the application of apparent names of indi- 
viduals to tribes or nations. 

In the ethnographic portion of the volume, the author has done 

his best work. It is not too much to say that there is no single 
work in our language which brings together so much of the 
latest investigations concerning the tribes of men inhabiting our 
planet, and their distribution over the continents. Much of this is 
provisional. If the work of Mr. Keane, lately mentioned in these 
notes, demonstrating a large infusion of Aryan blood and lan- 
guage throughout the Polynesian group, should hold good, Prof. 
Winchell would have to review his Adamic, or rather his Noachic, 

studies to find the limit of mixture between the Adamite and the 
Pre-adamite. 

J he discussions of e | ological probiems show that the author 
latest phases ot the subject. The one to 

t 

is cognizant of the 
which he devotes the most space and in which he gives loose 
reins to his glowing style, is the question of racial Cistinctions 

and the possibility of degeneracy. Some of his reflections upon 
Negro inferiority in answer to Drs. Strong, Whelan and others, 
will, doubtless, bring down upon him no little castigation. Apro 

pos of degeneracy, Prof. Winchell makes a very neat distinction ’ 

between séructural and cultural degradation, pp. 274-282, main- 

{ 
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taining that the former rarely or never occurs, and that the oft- 
mentioned instances of race degeneracy is cultural or circum- 
stantial. 

In the later chapters of the work the gencalogy of the three 
groups of races, the cradle of humanity, the antiquity of man 
and his priscan condition are ably and exhaustingly discussed. 

In conclusion, there is no doubt that whether the author desires 

it or not, this volume will excite more good, faithful study, and 
more ill-tempered writing on the subject of anthropology than 
any other work that has appeared in our country during the last 
decade. 

MATERIAUX POUR L’Hisrotre pe L’HomMe.— This old and 
established journal plods along, and although mainly devoted to 
local matters, contains, occasionally, papers of general interest. 

Nos. 7-12, 1879, are before us with the following budget: In No. 
7 MM. Cazalis de Fondouce and Helbig treat of the archaology 
and early history of Italy, with bibliographical references. Dr. 
Noulet reviews M. Mourai’s work on the age of polished stone 
and of bronze in Cambodia. At the close of the number will be 
found a review of the labors of the Swedish Anthropological 

Society. No. 8 is taken up with brief reports on the anthro- 
pology of the French Association of 1879, and aiso of the Ger- 

man Congress of Anthropologists. Nos. 9 and 10 give us valu- 
able summaries upon the labors of Abbe Bourgeois and of the 
Anthropological Society of Berlin, and a programme of the forth- 
cominy Congress of Archeologists at Lisbon, and of the Con- 
gress of Americanists, The last number of the year is the most 
attractive, being nearly taken up with a paper upon the tumuli of 
Avezac (Iautes-Pyréneés), illustrated by five beautifully executed 

lithographic plates. 
With Nos. 1 and 2.0f 1880, this standard journal enters upon 

its eleventh year. No. 1 opens with a paper, by Dr. Gross, upon 
the latest discoveries in the lacustrian habitations of Lake Bienne, 

a small expanse of the river Aar, north of Lake Neufchatel. The 
interest in the investigations is heightened by the fact that the 
draining of the marshes has rendered the old sites amenable to 
cultivation, and the farmers have not been slow in taking up these 
rich bottom lands. Some old lacustrine stations have already 
disappeared entirely, and others are fast giving place to the 
ploughed field. This fact makes the labors of Dr. Gross and his 
co-laborers of the utmost importance. The remainder of this and 
the following number is taken up with reviews, a large portion 
being devoted to Prof. Whitney’s Calaveras cranium and the Pea- 
body Museum of Cambridge. 

The ninth session of the International Congress of Anthro- 
pology and Prehistoric Archeology will be held in Lisbon, Sept. 
20-29. President, J. de Andrade Corvo. 
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ARCHEOLOGICAL Hixtrs.—Mr. Josiah Morrov 

Smithsonian Institution, describes a work in Warren county, 

Ohio, in which the earth of the banks is very much altered by 

, fire. Is there any lence in this of Mr, Morgan's theory that 
many of our earthworks were sites of communal dwellings? Th 

earth may have been baked by the lodge fires 

In a conversation with Mr. Stevenson about the 
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tery manufacture among the Pueblo Indians, I found that the 
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Sarow, E.—Ancient Japanese rit Tt. AS. § f Fapan, Vil, ii, 

SCHIEFNER, PROF.—On the yuazses of the Caucasus S 

S r, Rev. H.—Inser ms in S L Amakusa f A of 

I rk, E. C—M ig Nat. R April 

GEOLOGY AND PALAONTOLOGY. 

Extincr BarracuiA.—The recent discoveries of Dr. Anton 
Fritsch in the Permian “ gaskohle” of Bohemia,' have added 
reatly to the interest of this subject. This gentleman has discov- 

| many specimens in an —— state of preservation. This 
cl details of the osteology of several types, which 
has been hitherto a desideratum. He refe rs all the Latrachia to 
the Stegoce phat, and has, up to this time, given an account of the 

species of three families, for which he uses the names Pranchio- 

saurideé, Apateontide and «t:stepoda. He gives thorough 
accounts of the structure of a leading genus in each, of Pranc/io- 
saurus, M. lane Pelton and Dolichosoma respectively. The speci- 

iis descriptions and fi 

very instructive. He shows that Sranchiosauris 

of a totally different type from 
~+ their extinct 

Cocviinus, from the coal measures of Linton, Ohio. Doltchosoma 

representative, those of enisting Gilled Daltrachia or 

was, like our Plegethontia, a snake-like form, with ribs and with- 
out ex ti and with external gills. The presence of ribs 

fa, although Dr. Fritsch 

he marks in the position 
of ribs en the block there figured, were stated to represent, in all 
probability, traces of the longitudinal tend 
in livphiwma, and they furnish no ground fora belief in the 
presence of ribs. Dr. Fritsch describes some curious pectinate 
bones which he supposes to belong to the external generative 

ms so well developed 

organs of d herp LOR 

Dr. Wiedersheim gives? a very full account of the osteology of 
in only moderately presery l specimet j batrachia tr t] an only moderately preserved specimen of a batrachian from the 

Bunter sandstone (Lower Trias) of Switzerland. The structure 

of the pelvic and scapular arches, and of the limbs, are best given, 
and a cast of the cranial cavity is described. He reviews the 
systematic work previously done, intercalating his own results 
We remark here that in one instance he takes an analytical ae 

of genera give : n by Cope for a systematic classification, and very 

thinks the present writer in error in denying them to the latter 
renus. He thinks he sees them in the figure of P. serpexs in 

naturally criticises it adversely 

1878188 
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Prof. Cope, in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical 

Society for May, 1880 (Paleontological Bulletin, No. 32), enters 
into the structure of the genera “-rvops and lrimerorhachis, and 
re-defines the sub-order Ganocephala, showing that it differs 
materially from other Séegocephal in the structure of the verte- 
bral column. 

The present occasion is a convenient one for a further addition 
to the subject, which chiefly concerns the genus Crrcotis This 
remarkable form has been characterized in this journal? and else- 
where? by the compiete development of its centra and intercentra, 
both of which form entire vertebral bodies and in pairs support sin- 
ele neural arches. No such character has been detected in the 
known divisions of the Stegocephal, but before establishing a new 
one for it, have waited further information. Additional knowledge 

of its structure shows that it is the type of a distintinct division 
of the Stegocephalt, which may be defined as follows: 

Centra and intercentra subequally developed as vertebral bodies, 
a single neural arch supported by one of each, forming a double 
body. Chevron bones supported only by intercentra. Basioccipi- 
tal vertebral articulation cup-like, connected with the first verte 

bra by an undivided discoid intercentrum. 
Thus the peculiarity of the vertebral column in general is car- 

ried into the cephalic articulation, and we have, instead of the 

occipital condyle and first vertebra. This body represents, in a 
probability, the stugle tpital condyle of th Repltlian skull, Vhis 

part, as is well known, remains cartilaginous in the lizarc* long after 
the basioccipital is ossified, and is a distinct element. The struc- 

ture of Cricotus shows that it is a connate intercentrum, We 

have now removed the last difficulty in the way of the proposi- 

tion that the Reptilia are derivatives of the Latrachia, viz: the 

difference in the cranio-vertebral articulation. But the former 

have not been derived from the Ladyrinthodontia as has been sug- 
gested, nor from the Garocephala, but from the /vdolomera, as 
I call the new order, or sub-order. The order of Reptilia which 

stands next to it is, of course, the 7/cromorpha, which presents 

so many Batrachian characters, including intercentra, as I have 

for the first time pointed out in the paper above quoted, Be- 

sides Cricotus, Fritsch describes a genus from Bohemia under the 
name LMplovertebron, which I suspect to belong to the /:ndéo- 

2) 

Tre GENEALOGY OF THE AMERICAN RHINOCEROSES.—The genus 
Aceratherium has been supposed to be represented in North 

Cope, Proceedings Academy, Phila., 1875, p. 403. 
1778, p. 319, May 22, 
Proceed. Amer. Philos, Soc., 1878, p. 522. 

*See Parker on the development of the skull ofthe Lizard, Philos. Trans., Lon- 

dun, 1979 

complex atlas of the Ganocephala, a single body connecting 4 
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America on account of the agreement of the species of the 
White River beds in dentition and absence of horn, with the 4. 

tneisivium of urope. It seems now that none of the American 

species have the four digits in the manus, which is characteristic 
of Acerathertum, but that that member is three-toed, as in-Aphelops. 

Even in the Eocene period, the most rhinoceros-like genus, 

Triplopus (Cope, this Journal, 1880, p. 383), was already three-toed. 
The lower Miocene species show in their superior incisor tecth 

that their position is between the two genera named, lriplopus 

probably has, like //yrachyus, incisors }; the Rfinocerus occiden- 
talts of Leidy, 7, While in Aphelops Cope, they are}. In Peraceras 

Cope (this Journal, 1880, p. 540) superior incisors are wanting, 

| then be as follows. The table only 

differs from the one already given in the NAruRALIsT (1879, p. 
771¢), by the interjection of the two new genera named. The 

collateral genera are omitted. 

The series of genera wil 

Calodonta 

Rhinocerus. Atclodus. 

Ceratorhinus. Peraceras. 

7; LpPlopus. 

The characters of Cexopus are as follows. Dentition; [. 7; ¢. 75 
Mj}. Digits 3—3. The typical species is C. metis (Acera- 

theriuine Cope).—Z. Cope. 

HALITHERIUM CAPGRANDI. ——- M. Delfortrie, of Bordeaux, has 
been so fortunate as to obtain a nearly entire cranium of thi: 

sirenian, which was described by M. Lartet, in 1866, under the 

name of Rhytiodus capgrand. A nearly entire skeleton was found 
in the Canton Labreéde, dept. of Gironde, but was broken and 

scattered by the workmen. M. Delfortrie, after much labor, suc- 

ceeded in obtaining the fragments of the skull. This valuable 
relic shows that the sper ies was of considerable size, the skele- 

ton is said to have been five meters in leneth. The skull is more 
elongate and narrowed forwards than in the other species of 
Halitheriune., 

A Genus tn Anricipation.—In a late number of the Revie 
Scientifique, M. Mortillet discusses the probable maker of the 
flints found in the Miocene cd posits of Thenay, Cantal, and of a 

locality in Portugal, Ile rejects the proposition ef Gaudry that 

4 Aphelops, / 

Canopus, 

% 
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the artificer was the Dryopithecus, because the horizon of the 

flints is not exactly that in which the remains of that large ape 
occur. He proposes the hypothesis that the problematical being 
was the form which has intervened between the higher apes and 
man. Thus far M, Mortillet’s positions appear to be reasonable, 
provided that his flints are artificial. 

M. Mortillet goes further. He names the genus to which this 
being is to be referred, and calls it Axthropopithecus. As he has 
not the shadow of a definition for the genus, its proposition is in 
violation of all rules. Had he assumed the risk of furnishing it 
with characters, its adoption would have been a matter of time 
and discovery. Moreover, the name he uses is preoccupied. He 
then proceeds to name the species, of which he enumerates three, 

His method of distinguishing these is not zoological; they are 
proposed on inference as to their differential characters, which 

extends to size only. The dimensions are estimated by those of 
the flints, one species having manufactured large implements, and 
ansther small ones. It is therefore supposed that one of the spe- 
cics was of large size, and another one small. 

We think on such a basis, we could infer several species of 
Homo on the North American continent, and as zoologists and 
paleontologists, we must decline to admit such unsubstantial 

visions within the Walhalla of species and genera. 

IGuanopons.—- Miss Agnes Crane, in a recent letter, states that 

the remains of the Iguanodons recently discovered in the Weai- 
den formation at Bernissart, near Mons, on the Belgian frontier 

are now in process of articulation in the workshops of the Royal 
Museum at Brussels. M. Dupont is engaged in preparing a sec- 
ond and enlarged edition of his account of their discovery. 
Several perfect animals of various sizes were found associated 
with the “remains,” of crocodiles, gigantic tortoises (rivaling 
Miocene forms), fishes and plants. The structure of the fore and 
hind limbs, the skuli and the tail is now well known, and proves 
the animal to have been very different to all 
Prof. Owen is right as regards proportions of the fore limbs and 

previous restorations, 

the analogies he drew from them. Prof. Cope’s views in relation 
to the posterior extremities will reccive strong confirmation, while 
as to the “structures known respectively as the ‘horn’ and _ the 
‘spur,’ every one was, on the other hand, far from imagining the 

truth.” 

THe Grotocy AND TorpoGRAPHY OF THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. 
—Prof. Hall lone since showed that the mass of the Catshill 
mountains (N. Y.) consists of nearly horizontal beds of Devonian 

rocks of the Chemung and Catskill epochs, which rest uncon- 

formably on the Silurians. Prof. Guyot has recently published 

some interesting results of his observations on the region. He 
has, for the first time, determined the topography of the Southern 
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Catskills, or Shendaken mountains. He finds that they include 
the highest points, the Slide mountain reaching 4205 feet above 
tide water, and the Panther 3828. The region is an almost 
unbroken forest in spite of its proximity to the great centers of 
population, As to structure, the beds show weak plications 

whose axes are parallel with those of the Allegheny system, but 
the mountain ranges were at right angles to the system, or from 
north-west to south-east. This anomaly is explained by the fact 
that they are results of erosion. The general level descends 
westwards, 

MICROSCOPY. ! 

Microscopy AT THE AMERICAN AssociATION.—There is reason 
to believe that the mecting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, which is to convene at Boston, on the 
25th of August, will be a memorable gathering, as well for its 
scientific and social character as for the numbers in attendance at 
its sessions. It is expected that the old sub-sections will be 
maintained, and new ones organized. The large number of dis- 
tinguished scholars, at Boston and vicinity, can hardly fail to give 
to the sub-section of microscopy a special prominence and im- 
portance this year. Ample arrangements have been made for the 
convenience of this department. The Physical and Biological 
Laboratories of the Institute of Technology have been secured for 
its use; also rooms for the safe keeping of instruments, and for 
the giving of lectures, screen projections, &c. Communications 

in regard to membership, or the scientific work of the meeting, 

should be addressed to the present chairman of the sub section, 

Prof. S. A. Lattimore, Rochester, N. Y. 

AMERICAN Society OF Microscopists.—This Society will meet 
at Detroit, August 19, according to plans previously announced. 
A large meeting is expected. The proceedings of last year’s 
mecting have been issued and distributed. A supply of extra 
copies were published, which can be obtained at a reasonable 
price, by addressing the Seeretary, Dr. Henry Jameson, Indianap- 
olis, Indiana. Instead of the medal offered last year for the best 

specimens illustrating some common adulteration, the donor will 
substitute, with consent of the winner, the superb half-inch ob- 

jective now made by the Bausch and Lomb Optical Co, having 
nearly too degrees aperture and capable of resolving 7. axgulata. 
This is a great improvement on the original offer, 

“Science "—A new weekly scientific journal is announced 
under this title. It is designed to have somewhat the character 
of the English “ Nature.’ Astronomy will be the most prominent 
feature, but it is proposed to give adequate room to microscopical 
news. The editor's address is P. O. Box 3838, New York. 

'This depaitment is edited by Dr. R. H, Warp, Troy, N. Y. 
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Microscopists’ ANNuAL.—-The first number (for 1879) of this 
litthe manual, has just been issued by the publishers of the 
American Journal of Microscopy. In addition to lists of Micro- 
scopical Societies, Manufacturers, dealers, &c., it contains much 

miscellaneous information of interest to microscopists, in regard 
to weights, measures, postal regulations, magnifying powers, ete. 
Being unable to obtain recent information in all cases, the lists are 
partly based upon old data with the hope of correcting them in 
subsequent editions, 

SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 

—- Caleb Cooke died in Salem, Mass., June 5, 1880, aged 42 
years and 4 months, of typhoid malarial, the result of disease 

contracted at Zanzibar. Mr. Cooke was for some time a pupil of 
Agassiz. In 1859 he went to Para, South America, and afterwards 

to Zanzibar and Madagascar, remaining for about two years on 
the eastern coast of Africa, sending important collections to 
Agassiz’s museum. The insects collected by him ia Zanzibar, 
largely formed the materials for Gerstaecker’s volume on the in- 

sects of Zanzibar. He was one of the curators of the Essex Insti- 
tute, and at the time of his death the curator of Mollusca in the Pea- 

body Academy, and was one of the most zealous of its officers 

from the date of its foundation. Mr. Cooke was an excellent and 
indefatigable collector and rendered most valuable assistance to 
investigations. He did much in local zoology. Though he was 
not a productive student of nature, he was, however, one of those 

useful, unselfish naturalists, with an ardent love of nature, who 

are carcless of their own reputation, and aid in building up the 
fame of others. Mr. Cooke rendered important services to the 
U.S. Fish Commission for several seasons, when dredging in 
deep water was carried on in the Gulf of Maine, aboard the U.S. 

Coast Survey Steamer ache ; he explored Mammoth cave, and 
one of the most interesting of the insects inhabiting that grotto 
was dedicated to him, as were other insects discovered elsewhere 

by him. He also, in 1875, was an assistant of the Geological 
Survey of Indiana. 

Mr. Cooke wrote but little; he contributed several notes to the 
NATURALIST, and in the early vears of its history was a most en- 
thusiastic and laborious assistant in the office work of this maga- 
zine. The writer of this notice mourns his loss, as the faithful 
friend of many years, who was unwearied in well doing, amiable, 

if sometimes with a grain of eccentricity, philanthropical, and un- 
failing in all the minor courtesies and kindnesses that render 
one’s everyday life worth living. 

-- The School Board of Newton, Mass., have engaged Mr. J. 
Walter Fewkes to deliver a course of lectures on natural history 
to the public schools. So far as we arc aware this is the first 
course of lectures on zoology to teachers, as well as students, 
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paid for by any city out of the appropriation for the schools, and 
wholly directed by the school committee. This is a movement 
which we feel sure will eventually be adopted in other towns and 
cities. We have long advocated the plan of having in each town 
or city a skilled teacher of natural history, who should give the 
instruction in elementary botany, zoology and geology in the 

schoois of different grades. There is, in most towns, a person 
with a decided taste for these studies, who, with comparatively 

little expense, could give at least weekly object lessons in the dif- 
ferent schools and to different classes in the same schools. Bring- 
ing zeal and practical knowledge at first hand to his work, such a 
teacher would do vastly more to interest scholars than the pres- 
ent method of requiring each school to supply its own teacher, 
who has to impart knowledge in numerous dissociated studies. 

— Prof. Wm. Boyd Dawkins, of Owen’s College, Manchester, 

Kngland, has been invited to deliver a course of twelve lectures 
on“ Prehistoric Man,” before the Lowell Institute, Boston, Mass., 

the coming autumn. Prof. Dawkins is one of the most eminent 
of the younger scientific men of Great Britain, and has already 
become a standard authority in comparative anatomy and _ pre- 
historic archwology. He is a graduate of the University of 
Oxford, was principal geologist in H. M. Geological Survey in 
1867, professor of geology in Owen's College, 1874, president 
of the Manchester Geological Society; and is the author of 
many essays and memoirs in the Royal Geological and Anthro- 
pological Societies. He published, in 1874, a popular volume 
showing great research, on “Cave Hunting, or Researches on the 
evidences of caves respecting the early inhabitants of Europe, 
and the present year a second volume has appeared on “ Karly 
Man in Britain and his place in the Tertiary period,” which is 
exciting much attention. He is forty-two years of age. 

” 

— A despatch from Paris announces the death of Dr. Paul 
Broca, the eminent surgeon and anthropologist. [le was born at 
Sainte-Foy-la-Grand (Giron’e), in 1824. fle became precfessor 

of surgical pathology in the Faculty of Medicine in Paris, and 
surgeon of the hospitals of Saint Antoine and La Pitie. In 1866 
he was electe 1a member of the Imperial Academy of Medicine. 
Subsequently he was nominated a Chevalier of the Legion of 
Honor. He was a leader among modern anthropologists, and in 

1878 presided over an International Congress of the followers of 
that branch of scientific inquiry. He was a senator of the Re- 
public, and belonged to the Left or Radical party. 

The annual meeting of the Entomological Club of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science will be 

lat the Museum of the Boston Socicty of Natural History, 

corner of Berkeley and Boylston streets, Boston, commencing at 

2 p.M., Tuesday, 24 August, 1880. There will be an informal so- 
cial gathering of entomologists at the rooms of the Boston So- 

heli 
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ciety of Natural History, 24 Aug., 1880, from 10 A. M. to ft P.M. 
During the meeting of the American Association a room will be 

constantly open for the exclusive use of the entomologists, 

— The appropriations by Congress at the last session was 
50,000 for the U. S. Geological Survey (it asked $390,000): 
5,000 for the U. S. Entomological Commission; $20,000 for 

the Bureau of Ethnology under the control of the Smithsonian 
Institution; $8000 was also appropriated for the publication of 
Dr. kmil Bessel’s report on the scientific results of the Polaris 
expedition. This will make two quarto volumes, with an abun- 
dance of illustrations. 

— The summer school of Zoology of the Johns Hopkins 
University, Dr. S, F. Clarke, Director, opened in July, near the 
mouth of Chesapeake bay, for a session of six weeks. This need 

be confounded with the laboratory established by Dr. Brooks 
at Beaufort, N. C 

— The Permanent Exposition of Philadelphia gave an enter- 
‘nt on the 5th of July, in which about 30,000 persons. par- 
d. It netted about $7000, most of which, we understand, 

be devoted to the uses of the Natural History Departments. 

not 

— The American Association for the Advancement of Science 
open at Boston, August 25th. The attendance will undoubt- 
be large, and the meeting one of unusual interest. > 

— Prof. D. T. Ansted, an industrious geological writer, author 
among other books of a Physical Geography, dicd May 13. He 
was born in 1814. 

SELECTED ARTICLES IN SCIENTIFIC SERIALS. 

JOURNAL OF THE RoyaL MicroscopicaL Soctery.—June. Ona 
parasitic sponge of the order Calcarea, by P. M. Duncan. The 
genus Ravencelia, by M. C. Cooke. On the double and treble 
staining of animal tissues for microscopical investigations, by I. 
Gibbes. On the illumination of objects under the higher powers 
of the microscope, by J. Smith. The record of current researches 
relating to invertebrate animals, cryptogamous plants and micro- 
scopy are full and most useful. 

JOURNAL OF CoNcHoLoGy.—January. This number, just  re- 
ceived, contains but one article, a catalogue of the Polynesian 

i Mitrida, with remarks on their geographical range, station, and 
descriptions of supposed new species, by A. Garrett. 

AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGISY.—-June and July. Contains notices 

of the white grub funcus, and an article on 
Yucca moth, with remarks on the pollination of Yucca, by C. V. 
Riley, while the July number gives a fully illustrated article on 
the method of pupation of certain butterflies, by the same. 
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